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Abstract
An unsteady numerical method. callt"<1 tlte qlla.si·\'Oflcx.lallicr method (QVU,1j.
to calculate aerod)'namic {on:cs on oscillatin~ willgs is illWSlill;i\lt'tl And <\I'plil'tl lel
the problem of oscillating foil propulsion. It is based on lilt· \·orlclt·laUire-nlethllll
(VLM). The method was formulated for prediction of acrod)'nalllical dlaraclt'ristil'M
of a non-planar wing with arbitrary shape in unslclldy harmon;" molion. Hil,;,,,l
on three dimensional (3 - D) unsteady lifting surface thl'Ory, the IllclhOtl ha.~ ht't'll
(Icsigncd to handle irregular wing shapes of bolh pll\nar and lIoll-plamlf wiu,lls ;lIul
\0 work with low II.:lpl.'Cl ratio foils. A computer program WM wriUen for the pn"
diction of propulsion features of a harmonically oscilla~ing hydrofoil. This Clunpnll'r
program was checked by comparing present results with existing jlllhlislll'd rl'sll!ls
for some given planrorms. The computer program i. CII.1l1l.ltlc uf solving Ul1stl~.,<Iy
three tlimer...ional. non·planar rigid foil propulsion problclll~.
Convergence of the QVLM implemented compul.cr progra.m and Cll(J tilm~ 1I.rl~
discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of the unstclIody QVLM mclh(xl, ;m,1
the improvement of the numerical approximation in the inlc&ratioTl of the \Ill~b'a,ly
kernel fundion were investigated.
Propulsive features or three fast swimming animals were invcstigalal. TllfC'l!
cetacean's flukes were studied by use or calculations o( the propulsive elliciency
and mean total thrust coefficient. These three (llllt swimmers were: fin whale (11111.
aenoptera physalus); white·sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus aculus); and white wh1l.11:
(Ddphinaplerus leucas). Fin whale's flukes have the highest aspect ratio (G.I) alltl
moderale sweep angle (31°); while-sided dolphin's flukes have the highest leading
edge sweep angle (4~) and lowest aspect ratio (2.72); and while whale's flukes have
lIIoderatp. aspect ratio {J.25} lind the lowest sweep angle (28.i').
Calculation lind comparisons were made for three cases: predictions of propul-
~i\'l: efficiency and thrust coefficient of the planforms of th~ cetaceans "ersus an
atJvanc~ r<ltio, J; the e!feels of changes in pitching &Xis positions and in phase angle
(pitch leading heave) on those pr~dictions; relations bet.....een the leading edge thrust
rodliciCllt and mean total thrust coefficient of the flukes.
It was found that fin whale's flukes had the highest propulsive efficiency in a.1I
rllSC~, when the IlCa\'c amplitudp. h was laken as the corresponding to lhese flukes'
rnot chord length. The propulsive efficiency from white-sided dolphin's flukes was
higher than that from white whale's, though the plan form of the white-sided dolphin
had a lower a.o;pect ratio. Over lhe complete range of the phase angle from 0° to
arJOO. only the lin whale's tlukes predicted positive thrust. The flukes of white-
~i(lL-d dolphin lind white whde produced neglltive thrust for pha..~ angle between
100" 'l7rP and 14rP· .... 3400 at the reduced frequency k =0.75 re~pectively; and
IiSo 3,100 at the reduct'd frequency k = 0.15 only for the flukC!i of white-side
tloillhin. When the root chord length was to be taken Il:I reference length and the
reduced frequent)· k was small, it was found that the variations of the efficiency and
tllfllst were small. It was also found that the best propulsive efficiency and smallest
lhrusl coefficient occurred at about same phase an!le position, and vice versa.. The
best propulsive efficiency was found when the pitching axis wa.:; placed al 0.6, 0.7, 0.8
root chord position for the flukcs of white whale, fin whale and white-sided dolphin
rt~pcctively.
Thc recommcnded shape of man-made oscillating propeller in marine engineering
appliutions was a.lso discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Motive and Origin of Oscillating Propul-
sion
A~ 1\ main implement of propulsion of nautical vehicles, the propelJ.::r has over a two
hundred year history. With the development of the technolo!y. propulsive efficiency
has gradually improved. However, the efficiency of many propellers is around fifty
to !lixty percent and few propelJers can achieve an efficiency as high as seventy
percent. Since 19701, in which year the first crude oil crisis started, energy prices
have become a concern. People have been trying to find wa.ys to retard energy
consumption. Improvements in the performance of an ordinary propeller is not a
unique solution to this problem My more, beuuse propulsive efficiency will not
increase greatly without thanging the mode of propulsion. Therefore, the study of
flying and swimming in nature has attracted people's attention.
Hydrodynamically, the study of the swimming motion of large aquatic animals
is of interest. Newman and Wu (1914) described their interest in fish and cetacean
swimming as MTheir impressive performance is too difficult for human beings to
emulate, either with c ....· bodies or with our machines, and we can only marvel a~
the ability of these creatures in the sea to attain high maximum speeds, efficiency of
transportation, or special maneuvering capabilities". Theoretically, study of aqua~ic
animal propulsion is divided into two parts: the drag of a streamlined body caused
by viscous shear stresses in the thin boundary layer; and the propulsive efficiency
and thrust found from ideal potential flow analYSe!! without the effect of ~he bound-
ary layer. The objective of this thesis is to find the propulsive efficiency and the
thrust forces of an oscillating foil of arbitrary planform, which is employed to sim-
ulate aquatic animal propulsion as a prelude to the design or man-made oscillating
propellers.
1.2 Definition of the Problem
Studies in bio-mechanical engineering (Hertel (1%3)) show that fish propulsion is
accomplished by body and taB fin "strokes", defined as "active stroke", "nalural
stroke" and "passive stroke". In the active mode, a fish does work to generale the
thrust which is equivalent to the resistance it encounters at its forward velocity. In
the natural mode, the surface of the fish body and fin ill tangential to the now,
the angle of incidence is zero; no lift is clc~ted or thrust force is generated, hut
a drag force exists. In the passive mode, the tail stroke is driven by a current or
wave; energy ill transferred to the movements by the flow in such a way that the
fish extracts energy and transfers it into thrust. Many fast swimming animals are
cetaceans, sueh as whales and dolphins (Newman and Wu (1974), Bose and Lien
(1989)).
f1ertel (1963) studied the propulsive features of whales and dolphins. His results
revealed that these animals have a high (side view) and narrow (top view) tail which
carries a fin. The height is for providing powerful muscles to power the tail-fin stroke.
Measurements of a sei whale are tabulated in table lot. The propulsion of swimming
mammals was concluded to be made up of three combined. oscillations: a vertical
stroke with spe<:ial use of the tail fin; the horizontal sweep (side slip) using the
high lateral surface of the tail, and the twisting (rotating) about the longitudinal
axis for manoeuvre. The study showed lhat the vertical fin stroke is active and the
coupled up·and.down stroke is accomplished by a twisting oscillation (pitching and
heaving) of the fin around a transverse axis and shifted in phase by 90° (~itching
leads heaving).
area rn' lever arm m momentmJ
,k", 3.3 5.8 19
tail column 4.5 1.9 8.5
top view 7.8 27.5
side view 9.5 2.9 27.5
Table 1.1: A comparison of striking areas and moments of the sei whale,by JI. Hertel
(1963)
Engineering simulation of a tail fin might be done by an oscillating foil, which
could be either a rigid or elastic wing. Unsteady two-dimensional theory is well
developed {or large aspect ratio tail fins (Lighthill (1970)). However. this theory
is not appropriate to estimate the hydrodynamics of lower aspect ratio wings and
wings with a large sweep angle, such as the lunate tails possessed by most fast
swimming animals. such as whales. dolphins, sail6sh a.nd swmdfish. Therefore, the
objective of this thesis is to simulate cetarean propulsion by employing unsteady
3·0 thin wing or liRing-surface theory.
1.3 Proposed Method
Numerical methods in 3-D Ul'isteady thin willS theory are roughly divided into two
families: lifting-line theory And Iifting-surf:!.ce theory. Numerical simulatioll:l h3Sed
on Iiftiflg-line theory are accurate fDr larger a.spect ratio wings. Par low aspect ratio
wings, lifting-surfact! theory is" a belter choice. Analytica.l solutions for unsteady
lifting surfa.ce theory are Jimit~ to a few wing shipes such as elliptical.circular
and rectangular lVings. Solutions for arbitruy wing ~bapes are obtained by nu-
merical methods. The main numerical methods to solve lifting-surface problems
are the vortex-lattice-method (VLM) (DeVOlIg, 1976); the kernel-function mcthOl:I
of Muhhopp 119S0) or some methods ba.sed on the kernel-function method stich AS
Davies' (l963); thedoublet-Ialtice method (DL~I) d~oped by Albano and Rodden
(1969); quas;-vort~-Iauice method (QVLM) developed by Lan (1974 and 1979).
The VJ.,M is common in enAineering applications because of its simplicity and
accuracy. JIawever, many studies have shown that the VLM is accurate only La get
overall loading coefficients (Lan (1974». Its shortcomings are unrealistic pres.,ure
dist.ributions (too high at the trailing-edge and too low a.t the leading·edge); low
predicted dIstributions of the leading-edge suction; and slow convergence (large mesh
number is required for an accurate solution). Hence the VLM is not a good choice for
oscillating propulsion problem9 where the leading-edge suction force is important.
The kernel-runction method, such as Davies' (1965) derivation, is difficult to
apply to general configurations and as ror the VLM the prediction of the leading
edge suction is not reliable. The latter, especially, varies with the number and
arrangement of the collocation points in the discretization as evidenced by Lan and
Lamar (1977). The DLM can be applied to general configurations (arbitrary shape),
hul again the predicted unsteady leading·edge suction is not accurate (Lan (1979);
Kalman et al. (1970)). Lan (1974) developed the QVLM based on the VLM and first
applied it to predict all aerodynamic characteristics of several plan(orms in sleady
now. The results show that the QVLM was as easy to use as the VLM, but that
il could predict the loading coefficients accurately, especial!)' the lift distribution on
the leading-edge and hence the leading·edge suction. Further, Lan (1979) extended
the steady QVLM to the unsteady case and showed that the method was easily
applied to general configurations such as low aspect ratio, swept wings with good
accuracy.
In the present work, the QVLM, both for the steady and unsteady case9, is
investigated and applied to simulate the propulsion of lunate planforrn foils (see
chapter 4 for details). These foils are used by fast-swimming cetaceans and mammals
and could be used for oscillating propellers. Computations were made to verify that
the QVLM in its present form was in accordance with that developed by Lan. The
program was checked by the calculation of the lift distribution of a circular wing
in pure pitching motion. It WM then used to predict the propulsive efficiency and
thrust coefficient of the Al and B2 wings defined in Chopra and Kambe's study
(1977) and these results were compared with those (ound by Chopra and Kambe
(1977). Then the method was applied to compute the propulsion of three spedes of
cetaceaM' flukes in terms of their propulsive efficiency and thrust coefficient with
respect to changes in pitching axis poaitions and phase angle values (pitch leading
heave).
Chapter 2
Literature Survey
2.1 Unsteady Two-dimensional Aerofoil Propul-
sion
By the 19205, the study of two dimensional wing theory WiUi well developed. How-
l~\'cr, the variable moti"m of an aerofoil existed in practical applications; in unsteady
!low the circulation and aerodynamic characteristics of a moving foil change from
instant to instant. In predicting the aerodynamics of a wing in unsteady motion,
tile thl,.'Ory of unsteady aerodynamics needed to be developed.
The initiation of unsteady thin wing theory may be traced back as far as the
1!l20s. The pioneers in this field include von Karman and Burgers (1935), Theodorsen
(1935), von Karman and Sears (1938), Bisplinchoff et al.(1955)). Initially, the prob-
lem of an aerofoil in non-uniform motion arose in practical situations such as wing
flutter and flying in gu,ts. In ddermining the boundary condition for an unsteady
acrofoil, the downwash velocity w can be derived from the Navier·Stokes equations
wilh constant density p in an ideal Row after neglecting the nonlinear terms (Bis.
plinSholf et 1.1. (1955)), as
(2.1)
ApplyinS Kutta's condition. i.e. finile, continuous velocity and prt'SSUtc 1I.t 1I1l'
lrailingedge, Eq. 2.1 can be u.seO to solve Laplace's equation oflhe local dislurl>'lllce
\'c1ocity potentia.l strength on the wing surCacc
(2.2)
to obtain ~he relation between downwash and circulation. Thcconclilioll~for the ":<1.
2.2 arc based on small·disturbancc lht'Ory. $' is defined 1I.S the Ili!llurballl:I' vdodty
potential; Wz, WI/ and w. arc the disturbance velocities in the three coorllinatCli.
The l\erodynamical Corces can be found by solving Eq. 2.2. TIIt:ol!orscll (1!.l:I!'i)
soh'ed the integralion for lhe t ....,o dimensional case I\l1al}·lically. Thl'U(IOl'Slm'll
method was based on Joukowski's conCormai lransCormatioll and h:nlLA's hypollw.
sis. Sincc three dimensional unsteady oscillating foil propulsion is the ohjl~tivr. ul'
the present study, of .....hich a detailed formulation is given in Chapter <I, .1.!riVi\lioll
of Theodorsen's theory, the solution to the two dimensional oscillating foil prohlem,
is not given in detail.
Following Theodorsen, Bisplingholf et a!' (1955) proposed a. djlfcrc!l~ IJICthl.ll1
to find the downwash w. in figure 2.1. They considered a. chordwisc rigill acrofoil
with a nap hinged at % =- be. In the motion, the aeroroil moved up and clown
with an amplitude of h(t)(heavc) and rotaled aboul an axi~ x = ba through an
angular amplitude o(t)(pilch); the nap part of the wing napped wilh an angnllLr
displacement P(t) relaliveto the chordline of the foil. The positive djrl'dion~ WI!rC
as shown in figure 2.1. Camber effects were nesleded hecause of the a.'jsuJnptioll~of
~I
Fipre 2.1: A Schematie rep~tation of a 2·0 o.cillatlnl Foil with Flap
III
a thin wing ami linear-small amplitude oscillations. In the motion, the foil rot1\tt'll
around its pitching axis and vibrates up-and-down at the same radiall speed w. TIlt'
cCjuation governing the motion superposes these lwo motions, thcrdofc the r()n~ta1l1
initial angle of attad: was also omitted. Let :(x, l) be the chord wise inslitntallcx)u.~
small displacement which can be described as
~ x t) _ { -h - 0(:1' - ba); for -b $. x:5 be
..(, - -h - o{x - 00) - P(x - be); for be '5 .r S b.
Substituting the above equations into Eq. 2.1, w.(x,tj can be wrilLcn as
(2.:1)
w,(x,l) = { -~-VQ-it{.r-ba); . for-b$x:5/1C (:'H)
-h - Vo - 0(.1: - ba) - VIJ - {3(x - be); for he:5 x :5 lJ,
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect. to time t. From the tlownwash
velocity w=(z, I), the lift and moment wen: (uund in a 'Iimilar way 10 tha11lHcd by
Theodorscn (1935).
Probably, the study of Garrick (1936) was the first published proposal ror the
application of unsteady thin wing theory to oscillating propulsion. With the ,level-
opment of computing technology and numerical methods, numerical moddling of
the oscillating winz problem has been possible since the early 195&. ticvcra[ papel •.
were published in this period (see the last section of this chapter). Bio-ml'ChalLical
engineering studies on swimming propulsion were started in the 19605, such as tho.~c
of Bainbrige (1958), Brett (1964), and Lighthill (1969). Wu (1971) proposed a 2-D
flexible plate propulsion at variable speed in an inviscid fluid. In his study, Fourier
synthesis was used to obtain linear effects such as pressure, iift and moment, and
therefore of the thrust, kinetic energy and input power. The fuurier synthesis can
11
he prcsclilcd by lwo functions;
Ilx,l) = neILI.lx),"·'],
where Ilc denotes the real part, the time average of g/ is
(2.')
(2.6)
9J == i~~ ~ loT g(x, !Jj(x,t)dt =~Re{~gn(x)fn{:r,t)l, (2.7)
wllcrc Re llcnoles the real part and J.. is the complex conjugate of C.
Lighthill (1%9 and 1970) studied the hydromechanical, nciency of aquatic an-
imal propulsion. These studies were conducted by use of 2-D analysis. Again,
Lighthill (l970) analysed the swimming propulsion of the carangiform mode of fish
swimming, or lunate-tail propulsion. In carangiform swimming most of the animal's
locomotion is crealed by its tail rather than its bodYi most of these oscillating tails
Me lunate-shaped, In Lighthill's (1910) 2-D formulation, the propulsive efficiency
and thrust coefficien~ of an oscilla~ing foil with infinite span was computed for dif-
bCll~ I,itching axis positions; this led to the conclusion that the pitching axis of an
()scilla~ing foil should be set near to the trailing-edge for both the best thrust and
efficiency considerations.
Some numerical methods on oscillating propulsioll were published in the 19705,
including those of Chopra (197<1), Chopra and Kambe (1977), and Lan (1979). The
clficiency and thrust compula~ion for an actual swimming animal's tail was de-
scribed by Bose and Lien (1989). They measured the fluke's geometry of an imma-
ture fin whale, proposed a. finite-span correction based on the results from Chopra
and Kambe's (1977) calculations, and then used the correction method to find the
propulsive efficiency and thrust coefficient of the flukes of the fin whale.
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Practically, the use of two dimensional unsteady theory in pr~lictillg the Jlrtllml.
sion of a 3·0 oscillating foil with low aspect ratio is limited to a qualitative analysis.
In order to predict realistic thrust coefficient and propulsive efficiency or a low ;u;.
pect ratio, irregular shaped hydrofoil with perhaps large sweep angle, the use uf :I-D
unsteady thin wing theory is necessary.
2.2 Steady 3-D Thin Wing Aerodynamics
Flow past a finite span aerofoil is different from that of an infinite ~palJ wing. [n
the establishment of 3-D thin willg theory, a vorte" system is assumed to model the
thin wing. This is called the Lanchester-Prandtl theory and it WM established hy
Lanchester and subsequently developed by Pranc.ltl in the early part of this century
(see von Karman and Burgers (1935) and Houghton and Brock (1000». Tllis theory
is perhaps a milestone in the history of aeronautical science. The cstahlishnwllt
or the Lanchester-Prandll vortex theory made lhe prediction of the aerodYlliUnic
characteristics of a wing of arhitrary planform possible.
In Lanchester's vortex theory, a system of vortices replaces the lifting foil. The
vortex system is divided into three parls: the bound vorlex (parallel to the span
direction and bound to the wing), the starting vortex (left at thr: posi~ion of the
wing when the motion started), and the trailing vortices (these trail behind the foil
and connect the bound vortex to the starting vortex, in steady flow they effectively
trail downstream to infinity). The bound vortex and trailing vortex systems form a
complete vortex ring called. a horseshoe vortex (shown in figure 2.2 a).
For a finile span wing, the magnitude of circulation at midspan is maximum and
at the tips is zero. Hence the spanwise circulation distribution for a 3·0 wing is
r_F_lo_,_
r
r
a.
b.
Figure 2.2: a.. The horseshoe vortl:x formation. b. Vortex distortion int.... vortex
sheet
II
not constant. Therefore, between any seclions, the circulation 1'; amI 1';+1. haw
a difference of strength of r i - L+l. As the circulation changes along the span, a
tr...iling vortex sheet is formed and extends dowllstream frol1\ the foil. Meallwhile,
the sheet will roll up at a certain distance downstream. A trailing vortex shL'Cll\lLll
its distortion of a steady foil is shown in figure 2.2 b.
A law that relates the intensity of magnetic field generated by a conductor
through which an eleclric current flows, was introduced to aerodynamics til de-
lcrmine the downwash due to a vortex filament. The law is called tile Biot-Savart
law. From figure 2.3, it is noted that. the induced velocity at point r due to the
vortex element of length os and with strength r is
DV= 4;r2sin0.5s,
where.5v is normallo the plane tlPB. Taking the limits of the integration llll
-(~ -0)
(~ -~),
the induced velocity u at P by vortex AB becomes
j:~~~~ cos($)d$
4:h(sinCi -.0) + sin(i - ali
~(cos(Q)+cos(,8)J,
(:l.ll)
(2.10)
as described by Houghton and Brock (1960).
Solutions to the 3-D steady aerodynamics of an aerofoiJ vary with the vortex
filameat arrangement chosen to repre~ent the wing. A rcctangular wing replaced by
.5
Figure 2.3: Induced velocity by an element vortex filament, Biot-Savart law
Hi
d~
Figure 2.4: Lifting line approach of a vortex system replaces a rectangular wing
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lifting liues is shown in figure 2.4 after von Karman and Burgers (1935). The lifting
Jiuc tht'Ory assumes that the dimensions of chord c are small compared with the
~pall D = 2b. Therdore, in calculation, one or a number of vortex lines will replace
the airfoil. The downwash w. at (x, y) by all \'ortices on the wing is defined as
1 jH!lL.. r r-
w. = pV",,{ _6 411'(:"-1/)d1/+ Jo 2'l1'(Z-{/{]' (2.11)
where r- is the circulation or the force per unit area, because the pressure difference
t./l on the wing surrace per unit area has a relation of f:!.p = 2r" (see Lan 1974). 1, is
the spllnwisc sectional lift, and { and TJ are dummy variables of x and y respectively.
A lifting surface arrangement is shown in figure 2.,) also after von Karman and
Burgers (1935). Figure 2.5 shows one of a number of lifting snrfaces that replace
the foil planform. For small aspect ratio wings, the downwash velocity at any point
(x,y) on the wing is contributed by the points in the boxes on the wing in the {arm
where r- i~ also the force per unit span; z is the doublet position in z diredion;
r = ';::2 + y'l + z'l, the distance o{ the doublet to the origin; ({, '1), doublet location;
and p and V"", are the fluid density and undisturbed velocity respectively.
The analytical solutions {or the equations based on lifting line theory and lifting
surface theory are limited to special cases such as elliptical and circular wings, and
these exact solution only available in the case that an orthorganal coordinate system
WI\S placed on a foil ( Kiiessener (1953), Harry, et al. (1957)). For arbitrary wing
configurations, the aerodynamic loads have to be obtained by numerical methods.
In 1925, Blenk (von Karman and Burgers (1935)) proposed a theory based on
lifting surface theory which was applied to II. rectangular foil of respect ratio 6
x"0
......_I-....;;......--+-"<:"
I. -I
Figure 2.5: An irregular shapp.d planform replaced by lifting surfaces
1$
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;Uld the system of equations was solved analytically. His later studies also concen-
trated on parallelogram wings and swept wings, but the values were not reliable.
Falk1U~r (1943) summarized Ptandti, Betz, Munk and others (191g.1919) spanwise
continuous loading method::;, and in the aerodynamic computation, he chose the
one-fluarter chord point as the loading point and three-quarter chord point as the
downw1\!Ih point. This was called the 1/4 - 3/4 rule, a concept which was put fot-
ward Ly Pistobi in 1937 (Deyong (1976)). Falkner (1943) was probably the first to
lise the term vortex-lattice theory to describe a method to treat wings of arbitrary
shapes. Later in 1947 (Deyong (1976)), he conducted an intensive study on the
vortex-lattice method to determine its accuracy; its usc in the treatment of delta
wings; the loading of pointed tips and determination of the slope of the loading
The vortcx-Iattio..e-method (VLM) has been used extensively for aerodynamic
computations. A variety of researchers have improved the VLM in terms of lattice
lHrallgcments, wing geometries and better mathematical modeling of the flow. There
al'C also some new methods developed based on the VLM, such as the doublet-lattice-
method (DLM) and the quasi.vortex·lattice-method (QVLM) as mentioned in the
inlroduction in the foregoing chapter.
2.3 Unsteady 3-D Lifting Surface and Propul-
sion Problems
The study of wings with finite span in unsteady motion was started in the late 1930s.
A variety of proposals were put forward in this period. The studies of Jones (1940)
were baSl:d on an 'operational' method to predict the lift of a 3-D wing undergoing
'!o
a change in a.ngle of attack; a .harp edged gust and II. continuous OKillatiol1. '1'111:
operational method provicJes correction factors for the aerodynamic inertia and the
angle of attack of an aerofoil with infinite span in order to ot:llain the result, for a
finite span aerafoi!.
A study by Dengler and GoIOUld (1952) obtained the lirt distribution for all ai-
dilating rectangular 'I':ing with l\Spect ralio 5. However, this 1m distrHmtion w,,~
found (or only pure pitchint; or pure heaving motions, instead of for the combinccl
motion. Hence it is not applicable to propulsion problems. Moreover, the lirting
line techniques used in their method are limited to large aspect ratio acrofoil~. An
analytically based method by Kiiessner (1953) attempted to solve lifting problelllll
involving arbitrary geometry and downwash distribution. The lirting .s\lrfacc~ in tllill
method had to be defined as a number of orthogonal surfaces on orthogonal coordi-
nates. This definition is not good for a tapered wing, also the urthogonal coortlin,ltCll
made the computation complicated. To obt~n a solution by this method, a Ilulllf~ri­
cal method had to be applied. In this study, there was no discussion of the accuracy
of the method nor were there any comparisons with previous results.
Meanwhile, a numerical method to solve the aerodynamical problems of O!leil-
lating low aspect ratio wings was proposed by Lawrence llnd Gerber (1952). The
studied geometries were rectangular and triangular wings. Based on Iirting surface
theory, the integral equation or downwash was approximated loS a single-variable
integral equation. The results were believed reliable, bul these results were good
only when the trailing-edge of the wings were straight and the aspect ratioll less
than 4. A similar method WiLS also developed by Merbt and Landahl (1!).'j3). In
this method. the wings were defined to have very low aspect rati~, 0.5 or 1.0. The
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x·derivatives (referred to the chord wise direction) were neglected in the linearized
Ilotential equation which thus led to the 2-D wave equation. The flow was assumed
2·D in cross-sections perpendicular to the free stream direction. The solution in-
volved the usc of Mathieu functions. The method is only suitable for application to
vl~ry low aspect ratio wings. A summary of many of these methods has been given
by BispJin.'lhoffet al.(1955).
Falkner's (1943) concept of lifting-surface theory, the initial form of the VLM,
and Multhopp's (1950) kernel function method made great contributions to compu-
tational aerodynamics. Many authors extended Multhopp's kernel function method
to the unsteady case. Among others, Richardson (1955) derived an integral equation
in terms of the velocity potential (and hence the downwash) and lift by using the
doublet method. One part of this integral equation was called the unsteady ker-
nel K. In solving lhe equation, both the loading function (under the integral sign)
and the downwash were expressed as a finite series as Multhopp had done before.
Richardson's method was able to deal with wings of any planform in both unsteady
subsonic and supersonic cases.
A mathematical study of the kernel function was made by Watkins, et a1. (1955),
The scheme they applied to treat 110 =11 - 7J =0 (where 7J is the doublet position
in the 11 direction and 11 is the downwash position in the 11 direction), in which
situation the kernel fundion becomes singular, was to utilize polar coordinates and
the expansion of infinite series. In this method, the forms of the kernel fundion under
the integral sign were given in the sonic case, steady case and incompressible case
respectively. Also the first fOUf term$of an infinite series were chosen to represent the
kernel function [«(:to, 110) and it was believed that the error of the results was within
l.....o percent. Runyan and Woolston (1957). Walkins, el al.{I9S9). l)aviC'!! (1!)(,~11
also sludied the use of the kernel funclion. l\loSl of tll(~sc authors ll:iCt! alltl rc\·i!lt.'ti
Multhopp's kernel function theory. In Multhopp's derivation of thc :tOlulion hi lilt'
kernel function, he compromised the accuracy and the labour of thl! caJrulation,
because at that time all the calculations had to be done by hant!. Therdorc the
results were not good in accuracy. In the pa.s~ two decarlCll, cquipllCd with high.~r
speed computers, many authors have revised Mullhopp's pI''' "dun' to search for
highly accurate solutions.
A formulation of the kernel fundion in lhe non· planar CMe WM donc hv YalcR
(1966), and then by Landahl (1966). Landahl's derivaLion gave a simple fornl.
However, the kernel function could not be expressed in terms of known functions
and it needed to be evaluated numerically.
The solution lo the kernel func~ion is one of the most dilJiculL problem!! ill 3-n
oscillating lifting surface lheory. The treatments for its solution Me divided into
two parts: first, ulilizin& ma.thematical manipulation to separate Ute in~cgral al1ll
expanding the downwash funetioll and loading function into series; second, searching
for an opt.imized <xmt.rol surface arrangement t.o reduce the sin&ularities. The authors
involved in this study include Watkins, et a1.{I95S), IUchardson (1955), Hsu (1957),
Davies (1963), Ashley (1968), and Albano and Rodden (1969).
There are many numerical methods available losolve unsteady :S·D lirting surface
problems. Perhaps the VLM is the most popular. The collocalion of the downwMh
and loading points are chosen by the 1/4 - 3/4 rule. This chord wise rule is applied
to each panel on the chord of a wing. In the early 1950s, the accuracy of the re~ulh
from the VLM was doubtful beca.use or the capacity of computers. In the 19705, lhe
Chopra (1976) extended the 2-D theory of lunate tail propulsion to motions of arbi-
trary and finite amplitude. Unsteady 3-0 winr; theory utilized in animi\l propulsion
was first done by Chopra and Kambe (19i7). They used lJavies' (1963) computer
program, the model which was similar tc- Multhopp's kernel method or the lininr;
slldace theory. Chopra's and Kambe's (1911) result.s for propulsive efficiency temlccl
to be unrealistically high compared with those for the 2·0 case and the thrust (;oef·
ficient disagreed with that found by Lan (1979) for a rectangular wing in the high
reduced frequency range. As ~here are neither experimental rC3ult.s nor analytic,,1
solutions available ror propulsive efficiency and ~hrust coefficient, it is t1imc\ll~ ~o
judge which method is more accurate.
An asymptotic theory based on lifting line theory was developed by Cheng and
Murillo (1984). The sectional lift distribution was compared wi~h that from Albano
and Rodden's DLM. The agreement was good. However, no comparisons were /ltade
between the propulsive efficiency and thrust coefficient from the two mdhods.
Some experiments on oscillating foil propulsion were done by I.ai et <:.I. (1989).
Their study was concerned with the simulation of a foil propeller driven by a flexible
bar. The structural dynamics or the Bexible bar were also studied.
In order to verify numerical simulations, the theory of undeady 3-0 oscillating
propulsion needs further development in both numerical improvement and exper-
imental practice. The theoretical study in this field has continued over a whole
century, but some problems such as the accurate integration of the kernel function,
still remain. A reliable, accurate, simple, CPU economical, numerical model is stilt
required.
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application of this r,cthod reached its peak. The high demand for ACcurate results
llfId realistic loading distribu~ions,meant that the VLM received much improvement
both mathematically and collocationally. These impro~ments included the math-
c:maticaJ interpretation of the kernel function and numerous lattice arrangement
lIuuc:slions.
A doublet-lattice method (DLM) presented by Albano and Rodden (1969) im-
proved the loading distribution compared with the VLM. However, the DLM cannot
prctlict the leading edge suction accurately. In Albano's and Rodden's study, the
integration of fa'"' ~dt was expressed by a four-term series, hence the aA.c'",racy
ill lIot as good as the expression of Jordan's (1976).
A (Iuasi continuous method or quasi-vortex-Iattice method developed by tan
(Hm) considered all singulari~its such as ~he square·roo~ And Cauchy singularities
in the integralion. These singularitiea; were not considered in the development of
the VLM. Lan (1979) extended the QVLM to unsteady flow and utilized the QYLM
to study animal cAlangirorm propulsion problems. The int.egrAtion involved in the
kernel were separated, "PProxima.ted as para.bolic equations and then integrated
a.nalytically.
The use or unsteady aerofoil theory for the oscillating propulsion problem wu
illitiatt!d around 1970. The study was lead by Lighthill (1969,1970), Wu (1971) etc.
Most of LigMhill's studies were two dimensional analyses as mentioned in the sec-
ond section of this chapter. Chopra (1974) used a correction method based on two
dimensional unsteady lif~ing line theory and computed a solution for an oscillating
foil with aspect ratio 4 and 6. The efficiency trends of these wings with changing
pitching axis position agreed qualitatively with Ligbthill's (1970) 2-D study. Again,
Chapter 3
Numerical Solutions for Steady
Three Dimensional Thin Wing
Problems
3.1 Background to the Methods
In Ilbou~ .1. century's development of aerodynamical calculations, large amounts of
[Ncarch wOlk have been done on the establishment of theory and numerical model-
ing. The theory to solve aerodynamical force problems can be mainly divided into
lifting line theory ant! lifting surface theory. Lifting line theory is suitable for the
cil1culation of large aspect ratio planforms, over an aspect ratio of about 6. One
"dvantagc of lifting line theory is the reduced amount of calculation labour needed.
~lolVcver, at the present time, the amount of computing labour is no longer the
main problem; accuracy of the results after long numerical calculations is requited.
Therefore, many computations for aerodynamical characteristics employ lifting sur-
face theory. The vortex-la.ttice method (VLM) is one of the most popular methods
in the applica.tion of lifting surface theory. In the VLM method, the lifting surface
is divided into a number of panels, or vortex lattices. One 1\.frangement of a vortex
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lattice is shown in figure 3.1.
In the subsonic VLM method, the lNiding point is set al the quarter-chord of l'ach
panel and the downwash point or control point is set at the three-quartet chord point
or each panel. This quarter-chord and thrC<!-quarter-chord arrangement i~ known
as 'quarter-and-three-quarter' rule. This rule can be proved and extended frol1l tllf.'
subsonic case to the supersonic case (Richardson (1955)). At the control point, tht!
downwash induced by the vorlices includes both the self-induced dowlilvash from
the vortex in the element corresponding to the control point and ~hat from all other
vortice~ on the lifting surface, as well all their trailing vortices. Tllese downWi\.Sh'~
are located in their panels at the quarter-chord positions. Both density of lift lLud
downwash values alC constant at this point {may he a complex constant in tlie
unsteady case}. The expressions for the downwash form a linear system of el[l1ation~
in terms o[ the distribution of circulation. The unknown density o[ nondimensiollal
circulation ')'(x, y) at each panel is obtained by solving the linear system of C<IU,ltioll.~
simultaneously. The advantages of the VLM are: it gives an accurate calculation o[
overall aerodynamic characteristics; it can be applied to arbitrary planforms; am] it
is easy to use. However, the VLM is not accurate in calculating the distribution of lift
and the leading-edge suction (Lan (1974». The accurate prediction of leading-edge
suction is important for the calculation of propulsive efficiency and thrust coefficiellt,
for an oscillating wing.
3.2 The QVLM for Lifting Surface Theory
As mentioned in foregoing chapters, the development of the quasi-vortex-lattice
method (QVLM) was based on the VLM. Lan (1974) reviewed the VLM method
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Figure 3.1: A vortex lattice arrangement of the vortex-lattice method, according to
the ~one'quarter and three-quarter rulen. " loading point; 0, control point.
'1(.)
Figure 3.2: Layout of the locatioos of the circulation and dowowash for a two
dimensional thin wing
and improved the accuracy of the resulLs from the VLM by solving the singuhuilies
problem in the equations for the integration of downwash.
Consider the induced velocity w(z) at a poinL z on a two dimensional wing
(Glauert (1926),p.88) in figure 3.2, from the circulation at a Ilcnsity of 1'(x') 10I:,'1.tt-t!
aL or,
[I 1'(x')dz'
w(x)= Jo 2lf(X-Z')' (:1.1)
where the integration limits 0 and 1 denote the leading edge and trailing C(lge re-
spectively. From Lan (1974, equation (4)), when w(x) = \.0,
(:1.2)
When x "" x', a Cauchy singularity ap!>E!ars in tho denominalor of tlll: integrand at
:r "" 1 and x "" 0 (at the trailing edge and leading edge), a square-root singularity
occurs at x ::: 0 in the numerator of the integrand. In the VLM method, the integral
is described by (Lan 1974, equations (2) and (3))
211"Wi =E ai{1b
,
where
c." I
aij (xi-x.d "" ~+i-j'
i=1,2, ",NC;
j=1.2, ",NS,
where NC, NS are the number of chordwise and spanwise control poin15 n.~pec­
tively. In Eq. 3.3, (lij ::::: ~, the mat.rix of calculation coefficients. The i and
j stand for the ith control point and the jth loading point, or vortex location re-
spectively. As Xi - Xj #: 0 and x#:O on any panel on the wing, Cauchy and
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5(11Ia.re-roo~ singularities do not apP""3t in the approximate integration. The effects
of the singularities on the result of the integration are nee:1ected.
In order to evaluate the iDtcStal accurately, Lan (1974) considered both sin~·
larities in the QVLM. In the QVLM, the lirting surface is divided into a number of
conlrol points and downw.uh points accordins to .. semi·circle arrangement. The
transformalion from the z·coordinate (0 $ z S I) to a 9-coordinale (0 $ 8:S 1I') is
done by the relation
:t 0:: (1-(050)/2.
Therefore, Eq. :J.I can he written as
IU(O) =-~ fo~ :~~'~~~:::
(3.4)
(3.5)
In order to eliminde both singularities, in Lan's (1914) derivation, a function
g(O) =,.(0)si08 (3.6)
was introduced. The square· root singularity is then eliminated because of the factor
of sinO. When 0' = 8,
(3.7)
Therefore, the Cauchy singularity is abo eliminated. Lan did not give full derivations
of many of his equations. For completeness and to help readers and £u\ure users,
derivations are given in appendices; the derivation of Eq. 3.1 is given in Appendix
A.
By applying the mid-point trape20idal rule (see full derivations in Appendix Bl,
Eq. 3.5 can be written as
w(O) = -~L~ ::~):~O~.dO'
-~t g!(2k-I)M'/2j-g(9j
211' .al CO$O cos[(2k 1)&0'/2)
-I N [ g((2k-I).-/2N)
Vi f (0/$8 (05[(2,1,: - l)1I'/(2N)]
g(O) ]
'\',:= cosO" =(05(2k - 1)lf/(2N)], K = 1.2•... N (:1.9)
Ai =cos(), = cos[ill"/(2N)I,fI = 1,2, ...N - I. (:1.10)
Eq. 3.9 and :).(0 define the positions of lhc control points and la,uJing points. Tlul
arr1\ngement of downl'lash and loading point' of the QVLM is shown in figure 3,J.
As the unknown function ,.(0), the density or circulation of each vortex lattice,
has a square-root singularity at (I = 0, a parameter C is set where
instead of
in the exact solution, and then take the limit
l~g(8) l~..,{O)sinO
l~C(l- x)tz-!. 2x i (l-x)t
2C. ('1.11)
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where 2.z1/~(1_.z)1/2 is equivalent to sin 8 under the II-coordinate: (see equation 3.4).
The parameter C is defined at the singularity point. In two dimensional thin wing
tlwory, the velocity in the z diredion is u{z) = 1(%)/2 on the surface of the wing
(Newman (1977), p.IBO). It follows that the leading edge suction parameter C. is
found by
c. = l~"Au(.z)zt =li.!!A'Y(.z)%!/2
= 1~llJC(1-z)~:t-ht/2=CI2.
Ttwrcrorc, when C is known, C. is known. As
(3.12)
limE 1'-O~:>l cosO - cos[(2k l),.-/(2N)J
l\lI a wmlt, Eq. 3.8 ca.n be written as
(3.13)
."".) __ ...!..~'''Z!(I-ZJr)t+{ NC, ifi=O
"" 2N f:; Z; - " 0, alb"';.,, (3.14)
where NC is the numberoC chrodwise control point. In the two dimensional case, the
nurnerical resulls from the QVLM are the same as the exact 5OIution (Lan (1974)).
As the difference between the QVLM and the VLM is only in the weigb~ing
scheme in the integration of Eq. 3.1 and the vortex strip and control point arrange-
ment, Lan extended it to the three dimensional case in a similar manner. Consider
a vor~ex segmen~ as shown in figure 3.4. According ~o the Biot-Savart law, the inllu-
('nce of a free vortex line with strength r parallel to the direction or the undisturbed
\<clocily(or trailint; vortex) in linearized compressible flow was given by Ward (1955)
Figure 3.3: The collocation arrangement of the QVLM.•, loading point; 0, control
point.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of a vortex segment
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in the form
(3.15)
In the three dimensional case, in which r is not constant along the span, the above
equation becomes
Tile influence of a bound vortex can be defined by Eq. 3.16 after some mathematical
manipulations {see Lan (1974)). From results for the induced velocity from the
bound and trailing vortices (sec Appendix D), the induced downwash at a. point
Jl,m for 11. steady 3-0 t;,in wing in compressible flow can then he expressed as
(3.17)
When 1= j, m = k, the above equation is a linear system of (j )( k) )( (j x k)th
order for j x k unknown 'Ykj, the distribution of circulation at each loading point.
The suction parameter C. in the three dimensional case can be obtained in a
similar way as in the two dimensional case described above. Once ')'(x,y)is known
at each point, the lift and moment of a three dimensional wing are obtained by
chordwise numerical integration for the sectional loading and then by the spanwise
:l-I
numerical integration for total loading. In the present investigation, a program
incorporating the QVLM was written and its results were verified against Lall's
(1974) for, firstly, an infinite span acrofoil with 30% Rap and 300 flap deflection:
secondly, a rectangular wing with aspect ratio 2 at Mach number Moo = 0; and
thirdly, a Warren 12 planform with aspect ratio 2(2)~ at Moo =O. All result:s ill the
present investigation were the same as Lan's (1974),
As can be seen in the next chapter, the computer program incorporating the
QVLM in the steady case is important in the extension from the the steady case
to the unsteady case. The program for the unsteady case which was framed by Eq.
4,10 consists of a steady part and an unsteady part: when the oscillating freqllency
w is zt:ro, the program reduces to the steady case of computation, The tln.''Ordical
analysis of the forces on the unsteady lifting-surface is Jiscussed in Cha.pter .\.
Chapter 4
Numerical Method for a Three
Dimensional Lifting Surface in
Harmonic Motion
The method introduced in this chapt.er is the quasi-vortex-lattice method (QVLM);
it is applied to the calculation of aerodynamic forces on an unsteady lifting-surface.
From the wing flow tangency condition, the downwMh of the Iifting-su: face is ab-
tailled. rrom the geometry conditions and flo", .anditions of the lifting surface, the
non-dimensional velocity potential on a doublet is determined by the QVLM Cormu-
lation. The downwash at one point induced by all oscillating vortices on the lifting
surface can be obtained by differentiating the doublet velocity potential. There-
fore, the downwash can be canceled and a system of linear equations is formed. By
solving the system of linear equations simultaneously, the loading distribution of
the unsteady lifting surface is obtained. Then the loading distribution ;~ used to
find the aerodynamic (orces such as pitching moment coefficient, lift coefficient and
induced drag.
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4.1 Boundary Condition
For a three dimensional wing without a flap, the positive x axis is taken ns lying
along the root chord and points downstream, and the positi~'c y axis points t.o the
right and lies on the pitching axis as is shown in figure 4.1. When the foil heaves
with a vertical displacement h(y, t) and pitches with an angular displacement li(y,t)
about the position x "" XG , the combined vertical displacement :(x, y, I) at any point
on the planform without Rapping can be derived from Eq. 2.3
z(x t)- { -h-o(x-ba); ror -b$ x:5 be (11)
, - -h-a(x-ba)-p(x-bc)j forbc$..r$b, '.
which is
z(x,y,l) == -h(y,l) - &(y,t)(x - x4 1.
Differentiating Eq. 4.1 with respect to t, the non-dimensional uowllwnsh ill given hy
w(.:r,y,t) 1 Dz I 8z 8zV:m=~at+a;
-V;h -i'a(x - x,,) -0, (-1.:1)
which is Eq. 2.2 in Lan (1979), As the foil has a harmonic time varialion of
oscillll.tion, the downwash can be written in another form
«.<)
where He denotes lhe real part, and w denotes the oscillating frequency. Assuming
ill = Relwe;"'!l. a=Re(aei...11. and 11 =Re[hei... IJ, the downwash can be shown (see
Eq. E.G in Appendix E) as
zFigure 4.1: Coordinate system for an o.!cillating foil
x
A reduced frequency, k, is introduced where
(-1.6)
where Br is a reference length referred to the chord length and. Voo is the rrt.'C~trc~am
velocity. Substituting Eq. 4.5 into Eq. ·l.·\ and con::sidering a phase angle !IIph (pilt'h
leading heave), it follows that
which is Eq. 2.3 in Lan (1979). When tIll' wing is rigid, h, and it: are constant along
the ~pan. The boundary condition of an o~cillating surface isobtainetl from Eq. ·1.7.
4.2 Mathematical Model of the Kernel Function
When a lifting surface is oscillating harmonically in a compressible snh5011ic flow at
Mach number l\tJoo , the non-dimensional velocity potential can he tlctcrrnill{.'(l ,L~ in
Lan (1979) after Richardson (1955) in the form
lP(x,y,z)
where
1. s, wing area,
2. A, intermediate variable,
3. Xo = x -~,
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1. Yo =y -'I,
.5. =0 = z-(,
G. U,I/,O arc the coordinates of an element doublet,
7. r~ = (yJ +t~),
!l. ulrl =(-xo+MRJ!(I-M:"l,and
10. dCp is the dimensionless pressure difference across the wing surface, which
will be the unknown values in the system of linear equations.
When tile flow is incompressible, M =O. The relation between downwash and Eq.
-1.8 can beidcntifieu after integration and then differentiation to obtain w(x,y) =~.
In Lan's (1979) discretization, the lift distribution is assumed stepwise constant
aloug span (in the 'I direction). Therefore, the integrati.lll of Eq. 4.8 is first done in
the spanwise direction. Then the relation between downwash and ~ can be found
by differentiation of Eq. 4.8 with respect to z. Finally, the equation is integrated by
~hc l1Iid-poin~ trapezoidal rule in the x direction. Some manipulations are necessary
in the integration of
(4.9)
..~.
where L is ~he vortex strip on which the lift is distributed stepwise. A complete
solution for Eq. 4.9 is given in Appendix E. By using the results from Appendix E,
Lhe integrand, without tJ.C, of Eq. 4.8 which is denoted ~;" can be expressed as
~ {arctan( 2ar +b ) _ arctan( Qv - (.l1 - .rdz1 1)
8;f z(y,-y\);;: ;;:{Y2 Yl)(Ar'+lJrtC)I/,l
. W 1 { 2ar th JOQ Tl . •
-1-- arctan(---) [1- --._je-,.."r,·.rol/I'''llr II
V""SlI' 2(Y'-Yl)Z U'" (r1+10f)l/1 1.
j, 20;+' 81 }
- arctan(:;---()->-8'" .L ~ y, -YI _ '/
(.LlO)
It is noted that the first term $\ in Eq. 4.10 is a steady term and <1>, is all \ltlstl~ady
term. In the steady case, when w = 0, only the 41 1 term exists, and thi.s will lewl
to the solution in the steady case. After differentiating $1 with rcspcd La :, the
result is the same as the expression of the downwash derived frolll l1w Uiot-Sa'l1ut
law when mach number M"" = 0 (see the result of Appendix D). For the ullsteady
terms, differentiating these terms with respect to :; (see Appendix Fl, leads to
~ -i-t:~[-(Y2~~;~=112+(YI~;)~:lfl
+ arctan(Y1~Y)Pf;-arctan(YI ~Y)~+w'+WJI, (-'1.11)
where
T - roo [1 r,_] e-i"'C.,+roIIV"'dTl ('1.14)
1 - Ju,., (Tl+rlP/1 .
The last two terms W, and W3 in Eq. 4.11 contain singulariti(,'S when y = 'I at
z =O. Therefore, the integration of W, and Wa needs to be treated separately.
Consider
(4.15)
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where ~ from the result of Appendix G beromes
There is no sillgularity term in Eq. 4.16. However, the integrand of Eq. 4.15 has
il ~jllgularily when Y - T/ =0 if: = O. To deal with this problem, Lan (1979 and
1!J90) used a scheme the same as that of Albano and Rodden (1969): the non-
singular part *was approximated by a quadratic function of T, then Eq. 4.15 was
integrated analytically. The solulion to W3 was done in a similar way. Approximated
ill~cgratjons or W2 and W,J are described in Appendix H. Although the error of
the parabolic approximation is normally small (Albano and Rodden (1969)), the
curvt.'S at boundaries (r = 0, and T = l.0) have larger differences. In the present
study, parabolic fundions is used in the approximation. For more accurate results,
appropriate hir;hcr order polynomials avo require<:!..
Another problem is the treatment of the integral
[ (I +~2)l/ldA.
Albano And Rodden (1969) used the expression (Watkin el aI. (1959))
(4.17)
{I + ~2)l/2 ~ l.O-O.10Ie-o.32Iu_O.89ge-I.4oon_O.09480933e-uo'\sin(lfA}, (4.18)
and Lan (1979) used a more accurate expression by Jordan (1976) as
(4.19)
n n. '.
n
". '.
I 0.002907843 0.0625 6 0.5556069 2.0
., 0.002591528 0.125 7 0.1,18426 3.0
3 0.02667074 0.25 8 ·0.7769790 ·1.0
4 0.070971 0.5 9 0.0700<1561 8.0
5 0.347837 1.0 10 -0.004557519 16.0
Table 4.1: The coefficient of Jordan approximatiol1
where an aod en arc listed in table 4.1. However, hoth these m:prc!\~iollsaw only \'al[l]
when A~ O. Otherwise, the solution does not converge. This can he avoide,l hy the
mathematical manipulation in the integration (see Lan(1979»). This manipulation
was to change the integration limit III form negative to positive, by IItilizing lhe mid
and even function characteristics of the sine and cosine fUllctions. These functions
were used to express exp {-iw.\rdV",,}.
Once ~ is obtained. the spanwise sectional dowllwash can bc idcntified as
where ~ is the steady part of the integrand, Le. Eq. P.l. Ell. ,1.20 call ht:
integrated by the mid-point trapezoidal rule; the collocation points arc llo.~itiollC(J
in a similar way was in the steady theory (see Chapter 3). Once the lift cocllici(~llt
C/ at each point is obtained, the moment coefficient G"" leading-edge suctioll C~
etc. can be obtained in a similar way as for a foil in steady flow. Applying Eq. 2.7
(see Appendix Jj, thrust coefficient and propulsive efficiency can be obtaim.'tl.
Numerical interpretations of some terms in Eq. 4.8 in the program, are listed ill
Appendix L The results of some terms were checked by llsillg Macsyrna, a package
for analytical math derivation.
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This mdltod was uscmbled into a computer program written in FORl'RAN.
The procedure is described in the next chapler.
Chapter 5
Computing Procedure
5.1 Introduction
For computational convenience, the ('xpressions of the exponential rtlllclioll lcrms
in Eq. 4.8 were interpreted by sine and cosine functions (sec Appendix ll. The
computing formulation in the program was based on the results in Appendix I. Aft"f
all initial values were input, matrices of all elements in terms of 1I1t~ coclficicllLS of lIle
pressure differences at each element on the lirting surface were ohlaille'!. Then th(~sc
matrices were arranged into one matrix according to the locations of the dt~rnl~lIh.
The loading distribution was obtained after solving a system of linear l!quatiol1~
formed by the matrix. Meanwhile, the suction coefficient was obtained by considl'f-
ingonly the elements of the first row (leading-edge) alol'g lhe span. Pitching rnornc:nl
coefficient was obtained from the loading dislribution. The thrust cocllicicnl and
propulsive efficiency were determined IlISl.
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5.2 Input Data of Initial Values
There arc two kinds of initial values in the input procedure: the wing motions and
the geometric values of the planform. For the foil motion, the given values are
reduced frequency k, pitching axis .7;'a, reference length B" pitching amplitude ex
and heaving amplitude h. From these, the velocity ratio
the (eathering parameter
w k
V;; = b:'
o= QV~/(hw),
(5.1)
(5.2)
allJ the wing 110w condition w(x,y,z) are found. The wing shape values are given
in terms of the number of stations from the wing offsets record. N; is used to
denote tile number of the intervals of the interpolation points. The program is
designed to treat an asymmetric planform. For a symmetrical foil, input data is
r('(luin:d only for the left half span. The number of chordwise vorLex strips N. and
lhe number of spanwise vorLex strips N. can be selected in accordance with the
uemands of accuracy. Once the N., N.. Ni and wing shape curves are defined, these
values are sent to a subroutine GEOR. The 10caLions of vortex strip points, the
downwa.sh control points, sectional sweep angles, aspect ratio, foil area, and wing
curve properties (first and second derivatives of the curves) are obtained by the
inlerpolation of spline functions.
5.3 Matrix Computation
All the elements of maLrix [~J are complex values. These elements are obtained
from Eq. 4.20 corresponding to the loading and control locations. For simplicity,
·16
a planar planl'orm discretized as N~ = 3, N. = :) i8 given as all l~xall\pll' (St..., ligllw
5.1). In this case, [J = JJ = N. = 3, wllcre If and JJ are the number of
the chordwise and spanwise control point respectively. The dement llIatrin'S lUI'
defined by AA(II,JJ, K/,NJ) and are shown in table 5.1.
In the calculation of the values in ~tA{l' ,JJ. I\' I, /\. J), therollowiug prograllllIH.'(1
complex functions were used:
DPHI a function that summarizes all functions, including both ~tl'a(ly ll.1ll111ll-
steady terms.
DPH II downwash induced by steady vortices. determined hy Eq. 1".1.
DP H 12 downwash induced by unsteady vortices, dcterminl.'(l hy Eq. 10'.2.
TIE the integration of Tit Eq. 1.'1 or Eq. 1.13 depending on U, < 0.0 or III ~ U.O.
T2 the integration of T~, Eq. 1.7 or Eq. US depellding on III < 0.0 or 111 ~ 0.0.
T3E the integration of T3, Eq. 1.10 or Eq. 1.23 depending on III < 0.0 or III 2: 0.0.
PW2 the parabolic approximation of 81/8rJ , Eq. H.6.
W2 the integration of W1 , Eq. H.9.
W3 the integration of W3 , Eq. H.18.
Gl the parabolic approximation of the last two terms of D~ I/aT/fh, 8q. 1I.1:J.
G2 the parabolic approximation of the first term of fJ1I/DrJ8z of Eq. 11.12.
TIl numerical value of II = I(X,y,Xl,YJ) of Eq. 4.12
• • •
0 0 0
• • •
0 0 0
• • •
0 0 0
~ I
Pigure 5.1: Computational matrix from a rectangular wing.•, loading point; 0,
control point.
11-: 'j 1 /l-l.JJ-2 IT l,jj _ 3~IIIIII K/IKJ I II III KIIKJ I II III
I 2 3 I I 2 3 I I 2 3
II , 5 6 II . 5 6 II 4 5 6
III 7 8 9 III 7 8 9 II 8 9
IT 2,jj I IT 2,JJ _2 IT 2,ji - 3
KI\KJ I II III KIIKJ I II 1II KIIKJ I II III
I I 3 I 1 2 3 I I 2 3
II 4 5 6 II 4 6 II 4 5 6
III 7 8 9 III 7 8 9 II 7 . 9
IT 3,ij ... l /I 3,JJ =2 IT 3,jj 3
K/IKJ I II III KIIKJ I II III KIIKJ I II III
I I 2 . I 1 2 3 I I 2 3
II 4 5 6 II 4 5
·
II 4 5 3
1lI 7 8 9 III 7 8 9 II 7 8 .
where .. ' i8 self-induced element
Table 5.1: Matrices formed at each downwash point by all vortices on the wing
Tl2 numerical \'alue of l~ =1(J:,y,:rl,Yl) of Eq..L!:J
ATOX the numerical integration ("f the integral J{arctan(pl/l3)dtJ of E(l. 11.10.
In the steady case, only DPHll is to be used in the program.
Summarizing the downwash contributed by all elemental vortex stripll to (larh
vortex lattice, a linear system of equations wilh 10th or ICth order is (orm<."l hy
summarizing the downwash from all vortex lattices as lIhOWlI in Table 5.2. A lill-
[C\lO I II III IV V VI vrr VIIr IX w(.l,y)
I 2 3 , 5 6 1 8 9 lO(I,!)
II I . 3
"
5 6 1 8 9 w{2,1)
rrl 1 2 .
"
5 6 1 8 9 lOP,I)
IV I 2 3 . 5 6 1 8 9 w{l,~)
V I 2 3
"
. 6 7 8 9 w(2,2)
VI I 2 3
"
5 . 1 8 9 w(3,2)
VII I 2 3 , 5 6 . 8 9 w(l,3)
VIII I 2 3 , 5 6 1 . 9 1V(2,3)
IX 1 2 3 , 5 6 1 8 . w(3,3)
whe~ IC=ll+(JJ -1) *N~, ID= [(I +(IU -I). N~
and AUG, [Dl = AA(lI,JJ, 1\I,lU), A(lG, N. * Nel =: IV(I. J)
Table 5.2: Loading Matrix Formulation
ear system solver will solve the complex matrix directly and give thc circulation
distribution on the lifting surface.
By solving the linear system of complexequalions, the complex loading is known.
By using the resulting lift distribution, sectional leading-edge suction cocfficient ell
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Iln<l mean total thrust coefficient Cl, pitching moment coefficient em (complex)
nbout the II axis (y = 0 being set to be pitching axis fur computational conve-
nicllcc), and finally the thrust coefficient afC obtained. The equations to calculate
the leading-edge suctior: coefficient, total mean thrust coefficient, and propulsive
efficiency are givell in Appendix J.
A computer program of the propulsion problem for a 3-D lifting surface in har·
monica! oscillation (input data arc for a rectangular wing) is given in Appendix
K.
Chapter 6
Results and Discussion
6.1 Verification of the Computer Program
Prior to calculations of practical wing plan forms, the computer program wa.~ ch~kcd
in the following cases: the chordwise pressure distribution compared with the pub-
lished results of a special planform, a circular wing from hoth numerical ami ana-
lytical solutions; propulsive efficiency and thrust coefficient of a rectangular wing of
aspect ratio 8; propulsive efficiency and thrllst coefficient of a swept 1(~a{Jillg·c,lgl!,
lunate-tail wing of aspeet ratio 8 (82 wing). These three planforrns are showlI ill
figure 6.1.
The pressure distribution of the circular wing from this program was compared
with that from the numerical solution by Lan (1979) and an analytical solution
by van Spiegle (Lan(1979». The comparison of pressure distribution was at mid·
semispan of the circular wing (see figure 6.2). The circular wing was assumed to he
in pure pitching motion at a reduced frequency k = 0.8; the reference length JJ, ll~cd
is the half chord at mid-semispan. Curve C\ denotes the real part and C2 denotes
the imaginary part of the pressure distribution function. The number of spallwisc
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Figure 6.1: Plan(orms used in the computation for the computer program verifica-
tion. Cifcul&r plan!orm, rectangular foil, and lunate-tail wing (82 wing).
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colllrol poilL~s on the half wing was NS == 7, and the number of chordWLse control
points was Ne "= 8. When the wing was in pure pitching motion, the amplitude of
!Icavc Ii was zero, the feathering parameter 0 = aV"",/wh =00. Figure 6.2 shows
that the QVL,v! implemented in the present program has good agreement with the
ilualytical solution and the results of Lan (1979).
Analytical solutions to oscillating surfaces arc only possible for the calculation of
circular and elliptic planforms (I\uessner (1953), Harry et a!. (1957". Predictions
nr thru~t coefficient and propulsive efficiency, versus reduced frequency, k, for a
rectangular wing of aspect ratio 8 arc shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4. A comparison
is shown between the present results and the method of Chopra and Kambe (1977).
Ht'Slllt~ ilre presented for a feathering parameter fJ = Vooo,'(wh) of 0.0, 004, and
0.8; reft-rence length 8, = c, (the chord length); phase angle (pitch leading heave)
<ll,~, = 'ltl'!.: /llld for a pitching axis at the quarter chord position. Zero feathering
parameter lTleans that the angular amplitude of the pitch a, is zero, In this case,
the willI; is in pure heavl,! motion. The computation mesh was taken as NC x NS =
lOx 17. Thl,! comparison of the thrust coefficient C1 and propulsive efficiency T/ in
figures 6,3 and 6.4 show good agreement between the methods, although there are
differences between t'le thrust coefficient predictions at high reduced frequency and
feathering parameter.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the results fur the 82 wing by using the present method
with two approaches: firstly, by only including the effed of steady wake vorticity in
the computation of the leading-edge suction; and secondly, by including both steady
and unsteady components of the wake vorticity in the computation of leading edge
Sllt,tion. In the first approach, good agreement can be seen between the hlethods for
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propulsivc efficicncy when 0 5: 0..1. For thrust (·odlicicllt. discrt>]Jilucks UI"t'UT \\,11"11
1.' is large (k ~ 1.5). When the rcduCl'd frC(\llcnq k ilnd tilt' ft'illllt'riug parillllt'll'r
oarc both large, agreement between r('Sults of dliciency is t,>ss gOlld. In rt·alily. ill
this situation. the angular amplitude of pitching llIay .llso Ill" lar/-({': for t·xampl,'.
when k =1.5,0"" O.S. hI Br = I. 0 =O· HI f3. "" 1.2ruJ "" lIS.io. Small amplilulh'
theory becomes inapplicable for high values of iiI Hr. In the st'{;ontl appruat"1l, II·lwlt
the unsteady w,lke terms are included, efficiency and thrust COl'fIiCil'l1tS of a sw"pt
wing are reduced from those fonnd previously. Th('s,~ 1II1st,~ady ,"OIllPOliClits W"rt'
includcd in all the calculations which folloll' for the tlm'c edan'iUI Unkes as it WilS
f<.'lt that these terms should be included in it rigorons solution.
6.2 Discussion of the QVLM Method
From the foregoing section. the QVU..t computer Ilrogril.m Wi\.~ pruw,1 to lit' iI('-
curate and reliable in predicting the loading distribution for it circular plallform
conllguration. Predictions of the leading-edge suction, the mean total lhru.~l ('{M'f-
llcient and the propulsive efficiency, for a rectal,g:ular wing, were ;llso showll l.fI 1M'
dependable. including either the unsteady terms or steady terms in the wake, bi\.~l~d
on the comparisons wilh the restllts of Lan (L9i9) and Chopra and I\arnbe (IH77).
However, as there are no comparable exact solutions or experimental data availillJll~,
the reason for the differences compared with the predictions from otlu~r mdholls
for swept wings, especially, for the curved trailing edge wiugs, cannot he clCpl.. illl~(J.
In the calculation of the leading-edge suction pl\Tamctcr, it is bcl;evI~d that all 1111'
steady wake terms should be taken into account, 1Ui Lan (1979) !li.], I...:cll.llso: till'
computed upwash at each conlrol point along the Icadillg-cdgc hill; f.OlltrihlltiollS
• ··O=.jt8 .
.~..:..:::=~;::.;.,
....~ ~
0.9
0.8
I 0.70.6
~ 0.55.[ D.'
0.3
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L
0
0·0
~ Chopra & Kambe (1977)
- present results without wake terms
o present results with wake terms
NC=7, N~=l6, B2 wing
0.5
reduced frequency k
1.5
Figure 6.5: Comparison of predkliolls or propulsive efficielLCY 'I versus reduced fr~·
quency. k, for Chopra &. Kambe's (1977) wing plallform 82.
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from all vortices on the lifting :>udace induJing self-induced vortices.
A ~hcorc~ical dcficiency in lhe QVLJ\'f JeveJopment also exists: the Cauchy sin-
I;ularity problcm is only solvcd in the chordwise direc~ion, hut a Cauchy singularity
;llso exists in the spanwisc direction. The tip singularity has the same importance
as that at the leading-edge (Guermond, (\988)).
Collocatioually, the vortex strip locations suggested by Lan (1974) cannot be
;u,:l:r:plet! for certain wing !hape configurations: for a circular wing, the first control
poi lit an{1 the last control point of the vortex strips at wing tips are outside of the
wing surface (Guermolld (HISS)).
Numerically. Lan's (W79) unsteady QVLM formulation consists of three ap·
pTO.'(il1laliotls: the Jordan's approximation (Eq. 4.19); the integration of W, (Eq.
.l.l.'",); .wd when il. llon-planar wing is considered, the integration of W3 (Eq. G.12).
Jordall's a[Jproxirna~ioll can be accepted in engineering applicati(lns because of its
'\CCllracy, In the approximation for W" it was found that the parabolic functions
fOllnd from tlm'C points on the curve over the range of the integration used to ap·
proximate the integrand at the two boundaries of the curve at T = 0 and T = 1,
wlwre T = 0 and T = 1 are the integration limits along the doublet line from (XII yd
to (X1,YJ), had larger discrepancies compared with the curves calculated from a
1ll1l1lCrlcai integration that used using much closer interval spacings over the range
of the illt~gration, Plots showed that it was more appropriate to approximate the
('urvcs by higher even order polynomials such as fourth or sixth order functions for
Letter accuracy. rhe quadratic function approximations lead to a. limit in choosing
the ratio of N./N~ (Albano and Rodden (1969)); to obtain best results, they sug-
gl'lltc{1 that the values of 2N./Ne should he taken as the same as the wing's aspect
liO
ratio. For a non-planar wing, analytical integration needs to be dOlle: the intcgralltl
can be approximated by a fourth order polynomial (the 1l01l-~ingular pa.rt); "11<ltlw
~ingular term.
Convergence of the results was rapid for the rectangular wing, as wa.~ also fouml
by Lan (19i9): for a rectangular wing, when N, )( N. was taken <1.'< ·18 and sr" till'
predicted propulsive efficiency had a difference of about 3% in the two (ase~ (N,. is
the number of the chordwise control points and N. is the number of the spallwisl'
control points on the half span). Hcwever, for wings with higher .~wccp .,nglt,s or
sh1l.rp tips. the number of the control points needs to be incrcast'tl. 'I'll.: t·Ollv.~rgellc<~
of a method can be determined by the ratio of a ncar field inducell ,Irag to a far !idol
induced drag of the same wing in the steady case (Lan (l!Jiol)). llowevl!r, in till'
case of a. wing in harmonic motion, the near field drag cannol be obtained Ilt'r.all~"
the \'alue of angle of attack is lIot applicable.
The CPU time required for running tILe program was long: wlwlI No ....ud N. were
taken as 10 x 16, the CPU time was ahout 30 minutes for a reslilt at one fj:<hWj~1
frequency and one feathering parameter when the calculation Wali done in a V AX
8530 computer; the CPU time was about 15 minutes in a DEC :tIDO workslatioll,
but the laner case is a single user system.
6.3 Propulsion of Three Cetaceans' Flukes
In the calculation and comparisoll for the thrust coefficient C1 and Ilropul~ivt~ elli·
riency '1 of the flukes of three cetaceans, a parameter J, called lilt! advam:e ratio,
was used. This parameter was introduced by Bose and I,jen (1989) and wa.~ .Jdincd
J = trV-x,/(wh) == 1I"8./(~·· h) '" 07r/ct.
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(6.1)
For constant hand Q, this advance ratio, J, increases when k decreases and increases
when 0 illcrca~cs. In the following calculation of the flukes of three cetaceans, all
(ompnling mesh sizes were taken as Nc x Ns =7 x 16. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the
IJrl:dictions for the B2 wing and ll. fin whale's Rukes (Balaenoplera physalus) by using
the present approach alongside a two-dimensional strip theory and the same strip
tll'.:ury with a 3D correction; the latter two results were presented ~;. Bose and Lien
([!IS!). The conditions arc for a heave amplitude of h == 1.5m; a pitch amplitude
tl =:mo; the pitching axis is at the trailing edgenf the Toot chord and the phase angle
.p~!I = It/2. Hcsults from the QVLM which models the three-dimensional effects of
the flow show reduced levels of efficiency a.nd thrust. The differences mainly due to
the differences in aspect. ratio, and at the lower values of advance ratio, i.e. below
ahout ·1, t.he pradical angle of attack is large enough t.hat separation would occur
(Bose and Lien (1989)).
The geometric values for the three cetaceans' flukes were taken from measure-
lllt'nts recorded by Bose and Lien (1989). The span of the planform is S = 3.0m,
and the aspect ratio is 6.1. The oscillating parameters are h = L.5, \lip'" = 7r/2. and
0= 2rfJ.
Comparisons of the predictions of propulsive efficiency '1 and thrust coefficient
C f ~'ersus advance ratio J, for the three cetaceans' flukes arc shown in figures 6.9 and
6.LO. The geometric values of the white whale's (Ddphinapterus /eucas) and white-
sided dolphin's (LageuOI'hynchus aculus) flukes were taken [rom Hose et al. (1990).
The flukes of three cetaceans are shown in figure 6.11, and several parameters of
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Figure 6.11: Three planforms of the lunate· tails of cetaceans. FW, WSD, and WW
sta.nd for fin whale. white-sided dolphin and white whale respectively.
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TalJll) G.I: Main geometric parameters of three cetaceans' flukes. FW, \VSD, and
WW Ilellolc fin whale, whj~c·sidcd dolphin. and white whale respectively.
lllf!S'~ fluk ..,s US(lU in calculation are listed in table 6.1.
Thl! propubive crriciency and thrust coefficient vary wilh the different heave
;lI11plitudl' h. This makes the comparison of these three planforms difficult. Two
ways were considered for c1100sing II Lo give a comparable basis: set h as the r,JOt
('hord; or to an averaged chord length.
In the calculation of t1l(' predictions in figures 6.9 and 6.10, the amplitude of
heave was taken 1\8 the rooL chord C. (given in table 6.1). All phase angles were
til = rr/2, and all angular amplitudes of pitch were CI: = 20°,
As tlw asped ratio of the fin whale's flukes is largest and is abou~ ~wice ~ha~
of the white-sided dolphin's and white whale's, the propulsive efficiency and lhrust
rucflicil'1I1 from this animal's flukes are much higher than those from the others over
mosl of the range of advance ratio, J. The aspect ratio of the white-sided dolphin's
lIukes is less than that of the white whale's, however, ~he propulsive efficiency from
thl~ lIukC5 of the white-sided dolphin's is noticeable higher. The thrust coefficient of
the Iill whale's flukes is also much higher than those of others. This is partially due
lo the choice of the amplitude of heave h (h is chosen as the root chord length C.);
Lhc value of hi B (B is the length of span) of the fin whale'~ flukes was small, hence
li$
higher thrust coefficient apilears (~ E'j. (m). Lighthil1 (I~)'jll)).
Further inn'stigatiolls were done Oll till' ,-tred" of r1H\1l~''S ill pill'hill!!: axis pusi·
liollS and on the phase angle \'f\IUl"S (pitch leading 111·<l\·t')lllL till' IHO]lllbil·,'dliri'·IlI·.I·
aud thrust coefficient. In all calculations relatl'd to chanw'S in l'it<,hill~ ;lxis. t,lll'
pha.-se angle was taken a.~ tPph = ;:;/'!.: the amplitude !If h,·... v... 11 = C, (wlll'rt· (', is
the root chord length); rderence length lJ, =c,: alld reathcrillp; jlMallwtl'r 0 =0..-.:
(higher values of feathering parameter leau to higher dlicienc~'). TIll' pWlliflilJll uf
propulsil'c efficiency 1/. thrust coefficient (', and ll'adillg.,'dge thrust mdli"i"nt ('.,
against the changes in the pitching axis positions owr thl~ r"np;" frum -0..".(', tt>
:l.5C" where C. is the rool c!l0rd lenglh, for the reduced fn·lllIendl's. k = O.l.'i allli
O.i.') are plotted in figure 6.1:lthrough figure 6.15. Thl'S'~ tigures sllu\\' that 1,11" lll;lS'
imum propulsive efficiency occurs at the Ililching axis position 1111 = O.'i('"Il.S(',.
and 0.6C', for the flukes of fin whale, white·sided dolphin ami whitl' whall~ rl'!<pl""
lively. The mean thrust coefficient C, is minimum at Do::: D.GG'.. (lip;url"ll 6.1:l and
6.15). F'igures 6.12 and 6.1·1 show that when k = 0.1.1. the \';lri;l.tioli of till! pmplll·
sive efficiency 'I and the total mean Ulrust coefficicnt C', is small: ov,~r tlli.~ mllW'
in pitching axis position the variations in efficiency <Ire O.OGG, O.OG·I, U.l J!j ;llul in
thrust coefficient are 0.0014, 0.0006, O,OOOi for fin wh.,le, whitc·silbl dolphin alld
white whale respectively.
The results iOI' reduced fre(jucllcy i.: = 0.75 arc shown ill figuro.'J:i fi.11 awl fU.'"I.
Here the maximum efficiency T/ occurs "'-t ahout the salOe position M in 1I1e ca.",~ of
k = 0.15. The minimum thrust coefficient C, occurs "'-t the sallu: position as that
of'1",u' The variation or the efficiency? was larger at this highl:r vallie of r,~dlJcf'd
frequency; over this range of pitching axis position the variations in the propulsive
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dllcicncy" Me 0.301,0.330, and 0.323 for the fin whale's, while-sided dolphin's and
Wllilc whale's flukes respectively. From -a.Ser to 2.Se., the changes of the mean
llll;\! thrust rodlicicill Cf arc Also different d this higher \'a:ue of reduced frequency;
til': v;vialions are 0.648, O,:tW, and O.29~ for the three kinds of flukes. The difference
ltelwl:en lotalmca.ll thrust coefficient C, and leading edge thrust coefficient Gil over
th... TlUlgC of pitching axis lotations is almost COnstant (this result Wi\.9 also found 011
olilcr rcdllCL-d frequencies) for the fin whale's flukes and tends to zero at Bo = 2.5'
for the other lwosel$of flukes (see figllre 6.15). For the fin whale's flukes,this means
1111\t the increase of tolal mCi\n thrust coefficient comes mainly from the increase in
the leading-cdse suction, whi,,~ the lift contribution to the total thrust is constant
throughout the range. For the other two sets of flukes, this means that the lift
contrihution to the total mean thrust is about z'ro at 80 = 2.5C., i.e. the leading-
.:dge suction is the total thrust when the pitching axis position is at 8 0 "" 2.5C•.
F'i1:ure 6.16 through figure 6.(9 show the effects of changing phase angle between
Ill'll.vc ami pilch on the propulsi\'e efficiency 'I. mean total thrust coefficient C, and
leading-edge thrust coefficient CII uthe reduced frequencies k = 0.15 and k "" 0.75.
The maximum efficiency 'I occurs at the phase iUlgle in a range of 41", "" goo '" 1100
when both k "" 0.15 and k = 0.75 (see figures 6.16 and 6.18). It is also seen that the
(>ositions of maximum efficiency tend to move to higher ph-...e angle values when the
reduced frequency k is increased. From figures 6.17 and 6.19, for all these three kinds
of the flukes, it is seen that the minimum thrust coefficien~C l occurs at 41"" == 1000
for k == 0.15 and 4J,,~ "" 1350 (or k = 0.75 and the maximum thrust coefficient C1 is
at I1lp~ = 2750 for k "" 0.15 and at 4Ip~:= 2800 for k = 0.75.
When 600 $ 41"" :5 1250 at k = 0.15 and 750 :5 41p~ $ 1300 at k "" 0.75, the total
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Figure 6.13: Leading-edge thrust Ju:d tot.1 me.n tlnust cocfficicllt VI location of
pitching axis for the three celacean.' nukes ror rc<luced hcqucncy k =0.1:1, fealh-
ering pariUllctcr 0 =0.8.
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Figure 6.15: Leading-edge 1I.fust BlId total mean thrust coefficient VI location of
pitching axis for three cetaceans' flukes for reduced frequency k = 0.75, fCi\thcrlllg
paramelcr (J= 0.8.
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thrust coefficient is greAter than the ICAtling·C'tlgc thrust .-udli.'i"1I1. Thi~ iml'li,,,,
that at about $,.,. = 1000. the lift component Lo of the' lolal tlml"t i" a I"",ili\"!'
contribution, while At 41,.., =2iOU, th.~ lift component 1.0 1.·;"\,,, to maximum t1ra~.
This is why the m&J(imum efficiency 'I",.~ O(TnD At ahout <II"" "" uxP .HI.I minimum
cllicienc)' 'I",;" occurs at Abollt 4l,JI = 2'iO", FigmC' 6.lIi Ihrou~h ti.l!I al"" r,'\·.·,,1
that the highest efficiency lind thl:' IO\\·l~t thrlllltappc'ar at nlMJIllll... "al1l1' \~,hl<' uf
phase angle between pitch Alltll\l'a\·e anti \'ice \·eTllA. In aclclitilJII, till' lill wlLal,·'"
flukes can nrO(luce positi\'c thrust at allY phase allgll' vl\lu,'. In f.JlltrlL~t, wlwu til<'
reduced frcllucncy k:: 0,15. while whalc's flukes IHocltll'" f1,,!;atil'" tllnl"t (llra~) at
1!',00 s: $p'" s: :l:JOo. and when A' = 0.T5. hoth white whale'" aud dolphin's lluk"l1
produce llcgatil'e thrust around ell,... = :l.)l1'. and the muge or till' l,h'L~· illlgl,· of til"
production of llcgative thrust from white whale\ Ilukes is widl'r. TId" sh"wetltlmt
swept wings with relAtively high Asrert ratio produce high thru:lt foro'!>,
6.4 Restrictions on Dimensions of an Oscillating
Foil Propeller in Marine Applications
III practical engineerins design, questions arise aboul the sizc of a real oscil1alin~
propcllcr al lhe stcrn of the ship, and its rcslrictions in terms of pitching a",1
heaving amplitudes. A multiAex cargo ship of length L:: 1:I:I.3m and displacement
d =17930 I is given below as an example (Harvald (1983), page :II-l). The rcsislallcc
of the ship varies with specc.l and is listed in table 6.2. Resulls of perrormallCllor
the fin whale's flukes are used to obtain dimensions of an oscillating propclll:r. A~
lhe breadlh of the ship is 20.5m, the maximum spAn or the oscillating foil should not
exceed 20.5m. Assuming that the span of the oscillaling propeller is 8 m = 20,')n1,
Ne.,7, NS"16, Jc-O.J5, feathering parameter-O.8'
.......................
• fin whale
o while whale
- white·slded dolphin
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Figure 6.16: Efficien-::y VI changes in phase angle between heave and pilch molions
{or three cet.&ceans' flu.kes {or T~uCed frequency k = O.l5. feathering parameler
9=0.8. <j
NC-7, NS-16, kcO.75, feathering parameter-O.S ++ + .. of +
mean total thrust coefficient Ct
• fin whale
o white whale +
• white-sided dolphin ..
~":··:-;.i ~ :.
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Figure 6.17: Leading-edge thrust and tolll.! melUl thrust coefficient YS cllange'! in
phast: angle between heave and pitch lIlolions for three cetacea.ns' llukes for reduced
frequency k =0.15, feathering puallleler {J .. 0.8. a:
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NC=7. NS=16, k=O.75. fc=athering parameter=O.8
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Figure 6.19: Leading-edge thrust and lvtal mean thrusl coefficienl vs ch;, "lges in
phase angle between heave and pilch motions for the three celaceans' flukes for
reduced frequency k =0.75, feathering parameter 0 =0.8.
• advance ratio J =2.95;
• oscillating f~uencyw '" 'If'V... /(Jh) = 2.66radJ.~;
• propulsive efficiency l/ =0.71;
• reduced frequency k =1.0&1 (because the rdercnce length ;s takcn a.~ IJ, '"
h.. =4.0mj
• wing area S = ;!£c. =22.92m'l;
• the span of the man-made propcller is tilCt1 B,~ "" II.SOm.
Under the restrictions abovc on heave amplitude h, the maximum dllcicncy that can
be achieve<! is 0.71, and the wing's span is II.80m. Restrictions 011 the amplitude
of the pitch reduced the propulsive efficiency from 0.82 to 0.71. Tile proplllsi\'I~
~fficiency can be impro\'oo by increasing the aspect ralio or the wing willie kCi:p;llg
the amplitude of pitch al the maximum possible value.
Table 6.4 shows po~ring predictions when the example ship is filt.:d with an
oscillating propeller. Variations of the required input power wilh the changCll ill
speed of the ship are given (drag effects of the propeller are not taken accolll.t).
If a higher aspect ratio w:ng is used, the input power may be reduced. All
optimized dimension of an oscillationg foil, and its heaving and pitching amplitudCll,
should be considered carefully when designing an oscillating propeller. Usually,
higher tlngular pitching amplitude c: "roduces higher thrust coefficient. lIowevcr,
the theory is based on the small amplitude assumption which is not applicable when
Q;S too big.
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it can be shown that the wing area is S = 69.34m2; and the root chord length is
r,,!J5m. By using figures 6.9 and 6.10, and taking the service speed Veo =10m/sec,
llll~ reference length B. = CT = h (where C. is the rool chord length, and h is
11I'M'e amplitude), the results for the oscillating prop... ller were obtained and these
arc list<.'<.ltablc 6.3.
ror the man-made oscillating propeJler, relative parameters were obtained after
interpulation: J = 4.86, 'I = 0.82, C, = 0.308, w ~ 0.74 rad/.sec and k ::::: 0.45.
h is note<! that the average chord length of the fin whale's flukes is
c~ = Sw/B =1.485/3.0 =0.495m
and the ratio of root chord Lo average chord is
C,/Co =0,87/0.495 =1.77.
Therefore, the average chord of the man-made propeller is
C"", =BnolA = 20.5m/6.1 = a.36m,
and the heave amplitude of the propeller is
However, the draft of the ship is T:= 9.10m. As the draft should be T > 2hm :=
[l.90m. the amplitude h", is impractical for this ship.
Restrictions on draft lead to a value of heave amplitude of the propeller hm :s
('1'/2) '::=: 'LOrn. The corresponding heave amplitude h of the fin whale's flukes is then
11 := -I.0t:- =0.55. Let h = O.5m, then the thrust coefficient is Ct =O.308~ =
0.933. From C" other corresponding values were obtained as:
6.5 Comments on the Planform Configuration of
Man-made Oscillating Propellers
It is lVeli known thallhc higher : ~e aspect ratio of 11. foil, the higher the ])ro"ul~iVl'
efficiency. That the fin whale's fluke's had maximum propuisivcclficicl\l;Y WM mainly
due to its nukes aspect ratio. In addition, the thrust coefficient was related 1.0
heave amplitude: when the heave amplitude h decreased, the thrust cOCfliC;l'lll Cr
in<:reased. At fixed phase angle values, the sw~p angle of a wing at the It'mJilig
edge affected the thrust coefficient (figures 6.17 and 6.19); wings with higher .~WI'Cp
angles pfGduced higher thrust coefficient. However, the propubivc efficiency for the
swept back wings had a sharp drop at larger reduced frC(IUencies (k ~ I, when tlll~
reference length BT was taken as the root chord length C.); while at small rcduccd
frequencies (k ~ 0.2), the swept back wings had higher propulsive efficicncy than
that for a rectangular foil. Over a wide range of reduced frcquenc)' k (0.5 ...., 1.0), fin
whale's flukes were the best planformstudied for both maximum propulsivccflicicncy
and thrust coefficicnt. In cngineering applications, the shape of all oscillating foil
may be difficult to manufacture in the form of a fin whale's flukes because of the
limitations in manufacturing methods. However, a compromise shape bctwl..'Cn that
of a rectanE;ular wing and a fin whale's flukes might be a possible choice.
The propulsive efficiency and thrust coefficient from a flexible, finite spall, os-
dilating foil is relevant to the study of practical oscillating propellers. Generally,
oscillating propellers in nature have both spanwise and chordwise flexibility (Dose
and Lien, (1989)); this flexibility has been neglected in this work. Further study in
a....roelastic propulsion problems is recommended in the investigation of swimming
animals' propulsion phenomena.
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V",,(meter/sec) to.OO 9.00 8.00 7.00 6.00 5.00
V",,(knots) 19.44 17.50 15.55 13.61 11.66 9.72
RlkN) 1095.9 585.1 385.0 287.8 2U9.8 1·\01.0
P.lkW) llOOO 5300 3100 2000 1300 700
Table 6.2: Resistance versus speed of an example ship. n is rcsistllllce, anti p. i~
effective power.
k 0.4 u.8 1.2 1.6
w(rad/sec) 0.67 1.34 2.02 2.69
J 7.86 :1.93 2.62 1.96
, 0.90 0.76 0.67 0.60
C, 0.05 0.587 1.337 2.870
Slm) 427.60 36.43 16.00 7A5
SIS. 288 25 II 5
(S/5",)' 1 17.98 4.95 3.28 2.24
B.lm) 53.94 14.85 9.84 6.72
Table 6.3: Calculation of the dimensions of an oscillating foil propeller. 5 is re4uircd
wing area. at conespending speed; Brn is the span of the man-made oscillating pro-
peller; 5", is the area of the fin whale's flukes.
Voo(meter/sec)
V",,(knots)
P,lkW)
I.PlkW)
lO.OO 9.00 8.00 7.00 6.00 5.00
19.44 17.50 15.55 13.61 11.66 9.72
1lOoo 5300 3100 2000 1300 700
1600 7500 4400 2900 1800 toOO
Table 6.4: Input power versus speed of an example ship. Pe is effective power, and
l.P. is input power.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
Lifting-surface theory for three dimensional, unsteady wings was investigated. A
computer program incorporating an unsteady quasi. vortex-lattice method, a nu-
merical mclhod based on the vortex-lattice method, was written. This computer
program was cheeked by compa.ring its output with the published results from three
planforms. From those comparisons, it was seen that the program was reliable,
Rapid convergence was found between predicted results and number of vortex lat-
ticcclements for rectangular wings; for wings of arbitrary plaoeorma, a larger number
of clements were required for similar accuracy. The advantages and disadvantages
of the QVLM method were discussed.
In the analysis of fast swimming animal's propu19ion, the computer program
WiUI used to predict the propulsive performance of the three cetaceans' flukes. The
variations of prop'llsive efficiency and thrust coefficient with changes in pitching
axis and phase angle between pitch and heave were analysed. An example of the fin
whale as a marine oscillating propeller was given based on a rough calculation. The
dimensions of a practical oscillating propeller and ito re,trictions in operation were
discussed. The qualitative analysis of the shape of an oscillating propeller was also
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discussed. This shed some light on practicAl marine oscillAting propeller dCllign.
7.1 Verification of the Computer Program
In the verification of the computer program, the predictions fot three piallfoflll$
were checked with previous rtsults. The lift distribution of a circular wing obtained
by the present computer program showed accurate predictioll! compared with an-
alytical results. The predictions ')f propulsive efficiency and thrust coefficient from
a rectangular wing agreed well v'ith the results calculated hy Chopra and Kambc
(1977). Propulsive efficiency and mean total thrust coefficient of an ideali~cd lU1Il\te·
shaped wing (82 wing) had reduced values in comparison with a rectangular wing
of the same aspect ratio. The results for this lunate·shaped (82) wing had red\lct.~1
values compared with the results from Chopra and Kambc (I!H7), especially, at
higher reduced frequency. As there were not any experimental or analytical remll'!
available for the planform, the reason (or these discrepancies is unknown.
7.2 Numerical Model
The unsteady qUlI..!Ii-vortex·lattice m'lthod (QVLM) is reliable and accurate in pre-
dieting the loading distribution for the circular plan(or,J'/l. For a rectangular wing,
the predictions of the leading-edge sudion, the mean lola! thrust coefficient and
the propulsive efficiency are also reliable. The dependability and reliability of the
QVLM in predicting the propulsive performMlce for sharp tip wings, or wings with
high sweep angle, cannot be determined. Experimental data are important in the
further development of the method.
The Cauchy singularity problem was only solved in the chordwise direction in
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the development of QVLM. A singularity in the spanwise direction exists and this
!illKUlarity may become impor~ant at the sharp variations in the loading function
at wing lips.
In the integrations of W2 and W3 , Lan (1979) followed Albano and Rodden's
(1969) approach, employing parabolic functions to approximate the non-singular
parts in the integrand of W2 and W3 . The plots from these non-singular parts have
discrepancies compared with the parabolic functions, and the differences vary with
the locations of the vortex strips, and the sweep angle of the vortex strips. The
acwnu.:y of the results may be improved by using approximating (unctions with
higher orders (the order number should be an even integer). Higher order functions
increase the difficulties to integrate the approximated integrand exactly.
Convergence of the computation is rapid ror a rectangular wing. Mesl.. size should
bl! increased when calculating for a wing with higher sweep angle, or sharp tips. An
appropriate ratio of chordwise control points to spanwise control points can improve
the convergence in terms or program accuracy versus mesh size.
The CPU time or the program is long. Further work on reducing the CPU lime,
might be accomplished by a rearrangement of the matrix. This rearrangement is
ollly possible when the wing is symmetrical.
7.3 Three Cetaceans' Flukes as an Oscillating
Propeller
Among the three planforms studied (fin whale, white whale, and white-sided dol-
phin), fin whale's flukes produced much higher thrust coefficient and propulsive
efficiency. High aspect ratio and an appropriate sweep angle are the main attributes
of a good propulsive performance,
Different planform shapes ha\'e a Ilitre-rent pitchil1g axis positioll for lilt' lll'sl
propulsive efficiency, This position is around the three quarter chord llllsition. 'I'll('
rate of variation ill propulsive efficiency with changes ill pitching axis is n·lall·d til
the reduced rrequency k. When the reduced frequency ~. is small. the \'ariatiuu is
small; when the reduced frequency is lllrgc, the variation is large, This imli<'atl~s that
in praclicl\l operations, the pitching axis position for the best Ilropuisive dlicil'llcr
should be placed in accordance Ivith the largest possible operating reduced rre1ltlCllCY,
The maximum proptl13ive efficiency and thc smallcst thrli!lt ('oefliCient ofcllrfl,d
at about the same pitching axis position. This it,Jicatt,'S that lIuder low llyJrody-
"llmk loading conditions, the roil can achieve it higll efficiency. Ihlwcvcr. ir the
wing area is limited. ~ome partial, of the dficiency has to he s1l.crilin'd to t:rl~'lte UII~
,'C<[uired thrust to sustain the speed of a marine vehicle.
I\t the reduced frequency k = 0.75, the ditTcrencc between lotal ll1e;~1l thrust
coefficient Ct and the ICl\ding·cdge lhrust coefficient ell over the range of pitdling
axis position is constant for a fin whale's nukes. In anoUler words, with lhe illcrl~i\SI~
of the pitching axis distance (from the mid-chord towards the trailing edgl~), the
lead;ng-edge thrust portion increases. Especially, for the low aspect ratio plallforrns
studied, when the pitching axis is far behind the mid·chord, the leading·edge thrust
increases sharply. Large leading·edge thrust can result in leading-edge separation,
reducing the propulsive efficiency in practice. This should he a\·oitled.
For any planform, the phase angle effects on the propulsive efficiency and thrust
coefficient were very important, Best pha.~e angle values are around 900 .... 1000
(pitch leading heave). !n particular, for a low aspect ratio wing, the range of the
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hest phase angle values is narrow. At certain phase angle values, a low aspect ratio
wing wilh low sweep angle may produce drag rather then thrust. Therefore, in
practical operations, the phase angle of the oscillating foil needs to be controlled
precisely to achieve the highest possible efficiency.
The maximum propulsive efficiency and the minimum thrust coefficient ol:(;urred
aL about the same phase angle values. 'fhe point of low thrust and high efficiency is
Slli~ablc for an oscillating foil working at high speed, low load operating conditions.
UndeT h,~avy loading conditions, the propulsive efficiency has to be reduced to obtain
high thrust.
7.4 Oscillating Propeller Design
lligher asl)cd ratio foils can produce higher efficiency and thrust. An oscillating foil
with highest possible aspect ratio in a given situation, can achieve the highest possi-
ble efficiency. However, the span for an oscillating foil at the stern of a ship cannot
he loa long. The control of a ship in harbour confines the span of an oscillating
roil. Also the draught confine.l !.he oscillating foil's heave amplitude; the solution of
llsing higher h to increase 71 is not possible. These factors reduce the possibility of
the highest propulsive efficiency that it is possible to achieve in practice.
The pitching angle amplitude Q also affects the efficiency and thrust: the larger
the Ct, the higher the thrust When the dimension of an oscillating foil is limited,
a solution of using higher a to increase thrust is possible. However, when Q is too
large at a given advance ratio, and especially, when the ratio of w/Voo is also too big,
sloll! and separation will occur. In addition, small amplitude theory is not applicable
allarge a.
Wings with higher sweep angle produce higher thrust but reduCt, tIll' !)roplllsivc
efficiency. A wing of "cry high swC('p back with high a.~pt'<:t raCio atlds tu tht'
difficulties in manufactufe.
If the ffiction and flexibility of an oscillating propl'll~r arc takt~1l iuto aCt'nllllt.
the propulsive efficiency will reduce, A precise estimate of this TI'duct.iOIl is dilfklilt
to obtain. Studies on the frictional drag of a three dilL1cll~iollaloscillating foil all.1
the propulsive performance of a three dimensional flexible lin prnpeller itrc lLt't'.'ssary
for the further ut'vclopmcllt of oscillating propulsion,
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Appendix A
Integration of Eq. 3.7
The integral part of Eq. :J.'i' i:s the Glallcrl integral of 10 (Glauert (19:?6), I,.!):l).
When 0' I- 0, it can be integrated as follows
liD' dO'I t'05O'-cosO ;: J2sin((O+O'1/2]sin[(O 0'1{21
J ~dO'sin[(O +O'lj2I1sin[(O 0'l/2]" (A.I)
;(05[(0 +O')/2)
';0[(0 0'){21
~ sin[{O + O')/2J cos[(O - 0')/21
+ sin1 [(O -0')/2\
(osHO + O')f2]sin[(O - 0'){2)
25in 1[(0 _ 0')/21
';0[(0 +0'1{2) '0,[(0 - 0'){21
+ 2';0'[(0- 0'1{2J
9\
sinO
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(A.2)
i\ml hence
dO' ... ..1-d (5in[(O + 0')/21)25i02[(0 _ 0')/21 sine 5io[(0 _ 0')/2J ' (A.3)
f ('~(/~coso -'--J(d[,I,1I0 +0')/21/ ,;,1(0 - O',12J)sinO 5io(8+0')/2l/s10(8-11)/2]
1 I 1,1,1(0+(1/21/
sinS n 5iol(8-8')/21 . (A.41
J\~ there is a singulAl'ity when O· =0, a. limit integral is used as
{,',o,O:I_O',_O = lirnl"-· __dO_'_+J.' __dO_'_1
in U~ .-Cl}O cosO'-cos8 ,+.(050'-(050
r 1{I 1';'(0+0-')/211'~sin8 n sin(O-9+()f2j
_1,1,;,[(0+0)/211
,;,[(0-0)/21
+I,ISin(O+J')/2JI
';'1I0-r){21
_1'1'1'110 +0+ ,)/211}
sin({O-S-f)/2)
lim -!....ln~sin{8 - (/21~ =0
.-osin8 Ilsin[O+ (/2111 . (A.5)
Appendix B
Use of the Midpoint Trapezoidal
Rule in the Integration of Eq. 3.7
Referring to Burden (198-1), let j € C'(a, b), with h = (b - tl)/(2m +2) and.l j =
a + (j + ilh for each j =:: -1,0"" ,2m + I, lhc con~posite midpoint rule for
m+1 illtervalsis
/.
6 m {b- a)h' "
"f(x)dx = 2hf;!(X2J )+-6-t (u),
for some u E (a, b).
From Eq. 3.7, let
(B.I)
1= 101: ~~~):::J,dO', (B.2)
(J = 0, b = 11", h = 'If/(2m + 2), Zj = a + (j + I)k = 0 + (j + 1)7l'j{2m +2),
X2; =(2j + 1)1r/(2m +2). Therefore,
1 = f :0<:;)~:,;O~, dO'
2hf g(O,J)-g{O) +~I g{c)-g(O) I"
j=O cosO - cosO,; 6 cosO - cos(u)
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211" m g«2j + I)'lrJ(2m +2)) - 9(0)
(2m+2):;COSO cos((2i+l)lfJ(2m+2»
, m ,«') + I),/plm + I))) _ ,(9)
c;;+i) f; cosO - cos((2j + 1)lI"/(2{m + 1)))
, Y:' g«'j -I),{('(m + I))) - ,(9)
~ jol cosO-~os((2j -1)lfJ(2(m+ 1)))
, N g«2j-I),/(2N))-g(O)
N[; cosO - cos((2j - l)'Ir/(2N))
wliic!l is in Eq. a.8.
This numerical integration has an error
E~ ~[g(u)-,(O) j".
6 cosO - cos(u)
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(B.3)
(B.4)
Appendix C
A.pplication of Chebychev
Polynomials to Eq. 3.8
Consider Chebychev polynomials of lhe firsl kind,
T. (..\) _ f (cos(n)arccod), \.\1:5 I
~ -1. coth(ncolh- 1(.\)), 1.\1> I (C.I)
where ,\ =cos 8, and 1,\1 :5 I in this case. Then Eq. C,l when P·I :c: Lcall be written
T~(>,) cos nO = i(eid +e-in')
~[(cosO+isinG)" + (cosO - isinO)"]
~[('\+i~)n+p+i~)nl
~[IA+ J:I'=l)" +I' - iJ:l'=l)"! IC.2)
where n is positive integer. Expanding the first part of E;q. C.2, one has
A = .\n+n.\n-lJIi"=l+n(n2~1).\n-2(J)J:::ll
t!.1(n - ~(n -2) ,\,,-3{.;xr=-i)3 +.
+nell -l) ..;(~n- k+ 1)>.n_K(~)K + (C.3)
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and the second parl after expansion will be
B = .\n_n.\n-l~+n(n2~1).\n-'(~?
n(n- ~(n-2).\n_3(~)3+...
+(_l)"n(n-lj ..;(\n-k+ I) .\"-I\(~)I\ +. (C.4)
Therefore,
T"(A) ~(A+ B)
.\.n + n{n2~ 1) .\."-'(.\.' _ 1)
+n(n - 1)(n4~ 2)(n -4) .\.n_4p' _1)2 +..
+"(n -1)· .;\~n - k +I) ,\n-K(.\.2 _ 1) ...· + (C.5)
where!{ is a.n even integer. Further, T,,(.\.) can be written as
(C.6)
From Eq. C.G one has
To(A) ~ 1
T,(A) ~A
T,(A) =2,\'-1
T3{,\) =4,\3_3'\
T4 (.\) = 8,\4 - 8,\2 + 1
T5{.\.) = 16'\& - 20.\3 + 5'\
T6 (.\.) = 32.\.1I - 48.\4 + 18,\' - 1
To(cosO) = 1
T1(cosO) = cosO
T,(cosO) = cos 20
T3 ( cos 0) = cos 30
T4 (cosO) = cos 40
Ts(cosO) = cos 58
T6 (cosO) =cos 60
(C.!)
Eq_ C.6 only has n-number roots. For T,,('\) = 0, therefore, there must be n-numbers
of Ns, i.e. '\11'\','\3''\4'"''\''' Therefore,
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r;p) K[(,I- ,,)(.\-l,)"'(,I-.I"1
+ (,I->,)(>->,)·"p-l")
"p - ·\>ltA - l,)(> - l,) "(,1- .\,,_, H· (('.'1
Hence
T~('\)=_l_+_l_+ I .v 1
T
n
(>.) ,\-,\• ..\-..\2 "~=.?;~' (C.IO)
Since,\ = cosO and T..(cosO) =cos(nO), and for Tn(cosO) =0, COS{1I0) = 0,
nO= ~ = (2k -1)1I"/2,k = 1,2, .. N.
Substituting ,\ = cos 0, O~ :=: (2k - 1)11' j(2N) into Eq. C.IO, it follows that
r;p) =f 1 (C.II)
T,,(>.) 1<..1 cosO cos((2k 1)71"j(2N))'
which is the same as Eq. l1.a in Lan (1979).
Since it is hoped that
dT,,(..\) dO dcos(nO) dO
---;JOdi =-d-O-dcosO
n(~s~~~;O)) = ns~:(;O) = 0, (C.12)
sin(nO) must be zero. It follows Lhat nO; must be ilf, i.e.
..\ = cosO; = cos(i7f/N},i = 1,2,3, .. N - I. (C.13)
Thc.cfore,
(e.B)
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Since
sin(n8) n cosn- I 0 sin 8 - C~COSn-3 Osin (f
one has
nsin(nO)
~ n' cos
n
-
I 8sino () - nC~ COS~-3 ()sin' 0
+ ne: cosn- s () sin4 () - ••
n' cosn- l Osino 8 _ n2C~_1 cosn-3 Osin'8
(C.!5)
(C.l6)
where n -3 =(n-1) -2,n -5 =(n-I) -4. Assumingn-l =m, it follows that
nsin(n8)
~
(C.Il)
Since
one has
cos(m8;)
+c;:. COS",-4 0; sin~ (); - (C.18)
Fori = N,
nsin(n();)
~ n'cos'" (); = n'cos[(n -l)();]
n'cos[(n - 1)i1l"In]. (C.19)
Therefore,
!ttJ
(c.:!!)
Appendix D
Mathematical Formulation of a
Vorticity Field
A vorticity field of a vortex line parallel to V"" with strength r is given by Ward
(1955, ppA2 - '13) as
V(R) = p'r l(n, - ii) x dr
4lr I m
Let
ii = (Xl - x)I + hll - 1/)] + (ZI - :)1;
a; = (Xl - %)'1 + /3(111 - II)} + P(ll - %)k;
b = (Z2-J:)I+{Y1-Y)}+(Z2-Z).k;
V = (%1 - x)I +P(Y2- II)] +P(:2 - z)k,
then
where 0 $ T $ 1. The modulus of RI - Rwill be
100
(D.l)
(D.2)
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{((I~ + 21(1;1; +r l /n +(Il; + 'l/ra j l) + r 1lf)
+ (11k + 1rQkl" + r 1/lW
J((i + riF =Vr",-+-,-',,-·.-=i-+-,'-=/l. (n,a)
Considering the factor T, it follolVs that
(Ii' +Tij x d(rI)
ii x J(ri) + rl xi/(rij
axd{rl)=axhlr.
On the other hand,
11/1 = o.'+rr,
Let A =/;1, B=2<ii.P, and C =;l, Eq. 0.1 can bewriltcn as
(DA)
(D.5)
(D.6)
V(R) = ~(ax iiI. ~ d_T • l' (0.7)
4;r I[Ar2tBrtCJ.
When integrating Eq. C.7, the value of 8 2 - 4AG should be identified. Expanding
iJ'l- 4AC it follows that
4.[(0,1; +aj/j +a"I,,)1 - (fl + I] +lk)(al +a] +a:ll
-4[(6;1;)2 +(ail,,)' +(aj/;)2 + (ajld t,€a"f;)2 + (a"lj)1
(D.8)
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Therefore, Eq. 0.8 has a unique solution and can be obtained as
2(2A+B)
{B2 4AC)(AtBtCj1/11 (D.9)
which is Eq. (1\3) of Lan (1974).
Transforming
and
illl<l substituting Eq. 0.10 and 0.0, into Eq. 3.16, for a variable vortex distribution
I' along the span, Eq. 0.9 can be written as
V R - !!:..1.r· x' dx' ii x i (.! _~I •( ) - " " ,() 10' x FI' 1"1 1"'1 I'.
which is Eq.(20) or Lan (1974).
By using Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 0.12, and noticing
;'xP Pk{(Xt-X)(Y2-Yd-(X2-xd(YI-Y)}
ii x ji (X2 - Xtl(Xl- x) t p2(Yl - yJl(Y2 - y)
(D.12)
(D.13)
where f3 = (1 - M,;,)1/2, the portion of the downwash by bound vortices can be
writtena.s
";/; f "(,'-,-=,,,")(,'-,-_",,,",,;,,,1'7'1,,-,-=,,-;,),,(,,-,-_"',) .
1U:i
..
{
(Xl - J:1)(Xl - X) + tP(Y2 - Yl)(Y2 - y)
[(.r1 .r)2 + 112(Y2 _ IIPP /2
_ (J:2 - Xl)(XI -.xl + ,132 (112 - III Hili - ,II)} ,I.r'· (1l.l.I)
[(Xl .r)2+ I:P(YI yPp/2 .
the portion of the downwash by the tniling vortex starting from the [loinl (.rl. Yl)
>Y, ;/; l~' y~(~'~
[1- [(Xl .xJ1:I;<:1 yppn)dx'; (0.15)
and the portion of the downwash by the trailing vortex slarting from the point
(.r2,Y2) as
w,
(lUG)
Total downwash due to a whole horseshoe vortex is
(0.17)
Appendix E
Boundary Condition for an
Oscillating Wing and Integration
of the Steady and Unsteady
Doublet Velocity Potentials
(A) Boundary Condition When the wing is in harmonic motion, ~he following
relations arc assumed:
Therefore,
w(x,y) Re(tL'e/"'t
o(x,y) Re(oei"'l ),
h(x,y) Re(he;"'l).
= hwsin(wt),
6- = awsin(wt),
a = QCO!l(wt).
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(E.I)
(E.2)
IOri
Hence
w(x,y) -~hSill(wt)-OCOS{Wt) - ~osin(..... t)(.(- .(,,)
Acos(wl) + Bsin(wt), (E.:!)
where
-8'
A =-0,
8=-v:h-~OW{X - x d ).
Let w = A' + iB', it follows th<l.t
Re\{;l' + iB')(cos(wt) + i sin(wt))]
Rel{/t' cos(wl) - B'sin(wl)) +i(A' sin(wl) + IJ'cos(wt))]
A'cos(wl)- B'sin(wl).
Therefore,
A' A =-0,
B = ~h +i:0(x-xd )
A'tiB'=-o- ih- ~O(X-Xd)'
(B) Integration of Eq. 4.9
(E..I)
(E.G)
The integrand of Eq. 4.9 contains two parts. The first part of the equation is
(E.7)
and the second part is
<j)12 =i ~;~d'1. (E.8)
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To integrate Eq. E.7, th.. integration variable needs to be changed. Referring to
Lan (l979), T (:an he written as
hellee
T=!!....:::....!!,dT=~.
1/,-!l1 Y, -!II
(E.9)
41 11 = (Y2~:I)ZDl!(y Yll-rt:'-YIWtzJ' (E.1O)
A(t(!T a simple mathematical manipulation and looking up integration tables (Wang,
d i\.1. (197i), 1'.262) the first part of the Eq. 4.9 can be written as
lllll = ~arctan(2(~:T_+y~)z)'
wlierc fl = (112 - yd', and b = 2(Y2 - ytl(y - yd·
To integrate Eq. E.8, assume
(E.Il)
U=(Y2-ydr-(Y-YI)=Ij-Y, d'l = dv, (E.12)
Q (x,-xt!(y-yd-{x-Xt)(y,-yd,
(X2 - xd' +(Y2 -yil',
(E.!')
which is Eq. 2.17 in Lan (1979). Substituting Eq. E.13 into Eq. B.8, we have
$11 = ~hx - XI - (" (:;~:22)RX')/(Y2- yil .todll, (E.14)
where
R =[A(.!L:J!..)' + B(.!L.::L) +CI"'.
Y2-YI Y2-YI
(E. IS)
IOi
To change" to v, it follow!' that
R = {A«(Y2 ~ YLl2)ll2 +(2A(y~=::p + B9' ~!lI)V
+ [(::':_~Y+B:'~~I)+ent/" (8.16)
where
A' A,
2B' [2A(y - yil(y, - yll t B(Y2 - ydl,
C' (E.li)
Substituting Eq. £.16 and E.17 into Eq. E.14, ~he integration can be written as
Finally, Eq. E.18 can be written as the form suggested by Lan (1989),
- Q:o(~~- .:t'll i (v' +:J){A'V~~2B'v +e
'
II/ 2 ' (E.19}
Eq. E.19 can be solved by reference:o Woodward, et al. (1961), and be written as
$ l ( QV-(.:t'2-.:t'I)2'~ )
12 = -S; arctan 2'0(Y2 yd(Ar2 +BT + C)l/2 .
(C) Integration of the Unsteady Doublet Velocity Potential
In order to obtain the second term of Eq. 4.8, which is
1E.20)
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iuicgralc the second term of Eq. 4.8 ill the 'I direction first, it follows that
-iw / ,{ ',,+b /, ',,+b iJl }
-8" llCp arctan[-(--jJIlL - arctan[---I-i!d'l d{,
Yoo'f 2Y2-YI Z L 2(Y2-Y:)Z 'I
(E.22)
where
Appendix F
Differentiation of the Steady and
Unsteady Doublet Velocity
Potentials
Differentiating the steady term 41 1 in Eq. 4.10, which is the summation of Ell. E.l!
and Eq. E.20, it follows that
841 1 8t1l 11 +8$12a; --8-,-
I { Jj -Y I
S; -('1-yP+z'+[(x-{Pt(q 1I)1+z')1/2 '
[
(1/- II)({ - x) +Q({ - Z)(X2 - xt} + (112 - yilt/]- Yl]lz.,nl}
('1 - yF + Z2 Q2 + .;:2[(%2 - :rill +(Y2 - YIPI (",.~d '
(F.I)
where Q:=: (Xi - %1(Y - yd - (x - %\)(Y2 - yd· Differentiating the unsteady term
l{I2 in Eq. 4.10, it follows that
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where (J =- arctan ~7rr' Let
..!L....L
Y2 - 1/1
(Yl-yd2
b = -2(y - 11.)(112 - yd
(F.2)
oue has
2aT+b (F.3)
r'llrlher, let
2aT+b 1/-11
2(112 - y.)z = -. (FA)
a" =
b" =
[ a 2ar+b 1 (a 11-11) [(1/-V)l-;;-arctan[2-(--)I = I-a arctanl-] =-'-(--)"vZ 1/2 - 1/1 Z L Z Z L Z + q - 11
( q-yaf)arctanl----;-Ia; L'
d" = -larctan(I~YI~2:./T/'
The unsteady downwash can be written as
(F.5)
(F.6)
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It is noted that d" =(112 - yddr, where 0:5 r:5. Further, c" and Ii" can be written
I' 81 18 '1-' }
c' == - Jo a;; t {h arctall[---;-J (112 -!II )dr,
d" =_{ ~2::: arctan[1J ~ lI](y, _ yddr,
which are W, and W3 in Eq. 4.11.
(F.7)
(F.8)
Appendix G
Formulation of the Non-singular
Term in the Integration of W2 and
W3
In evaluating aI/aT"(, Eq. 4.14 is used, which is
J - T1 -100 [1 - --'-'-] e-iw{r,+ra)!V"'dTI (G.!)
- - U,T, (r? + rDI/2 •
DiITerentialing I with respect to T, and noting that
l which is not a function of Til one gets
OJ 100 e-i"'h+zoIlV.. ..£.. [1 - __"_] d"B;;: "Jr, aT! (Tl+r~)1/2
and by differentiating T, with respect to IJ, the differentialion of I with respect to
xois
112
Therefore,
~1(Y - 1J)2 + =~I-L/l(2)(y - 1/)' (-I)
_!.=.!l..
"
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(G.:l1
~~ == -(y -IJ)J.~ [1-~] e-i"'(T,+zol/l'oodT\. (GA)
aTI a'i ~'" (rl + TI ) I
When obtaining ft., it is noted that Xo = -lILT\ and let U\T\ = b(xo), t1wn IIITL
is a function of xo. From the mathematical definition:
~ l(ll f(x,l)dx =l J:(x,t)dx +flb(t),t(l~~t), (G.5)
one has
Since
Y -IJ Y -Yl -r(Y2 - yd
• -y r(Y2 - yd, (G.7)
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one has
(G.8)
and
(G.9)
1It!IlCC,
Finally, the non-singular terms of W2 become
81
a;;
(G.Il)
which is Eq. 4.14.
differentiating ~ with respect to z and noting that ~ '= ;;,~ can be
written as
partiarJ
~
where
+i~l~ -[1---"'-]~}':'Voo Y2 - Yl (I +Un1f1 Y'l - Yl ",
3{y ~f/)ZT2+j-o:~~:: =::
+(1 + ~1)3/2 ::=::{~),
1I!i
(0,11)
Appendix H
Numerical Approximations in the
Integration of W2 and W3
A. Integration or W2 In the numerical approximation of W2 , a parabolic function
i~ used to subslitute fC'r Eq. 4.16. Consider Eq. ".16,
8J
a;;
-(,-.)T,
+i~J;:=:: -[I - (1 :lunl;: =;:' (H. I)
where
(H.2)
Let
(H.3)
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Eq. 4.15 can be written as
where Y~l =y~ - Yl, Nti =gi - y. The coefficient A, B, ami C for each clcmcnt of
the induced downwash matrices can be obtained from
c - ~(O).
(11.5)
To change the variable of the integral, let /3 = Y~IT - Yli, hence T = ~,dr = ;;;.
the upper and lower limits of the integral then are /3~ = Nli and PI = Y~i respectively,
where Y~i = y~ - y. Therefore, the approximation terms are written all
+ (A~f; +c _ BYli).
Y~t N~I
R '" ~
(1l.0)
s =
T =
(H.7)
W2 can be written as
The result of this integration is then
[ y,; y,,]. arctan -; - arctan -;- .
A. Integration of W3
Prom the results of Appendix G,
3(y - '1)':T
2
+ j.:!....=...!L X2 - Xl
rl v..,r\ arl Y2 -Yl
+(1 +~n3/2:: =;:(~).
liS
(H.S)
(H.9)
(H.lO)
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where
T2 =r~ J.~, (T~ ;~1)~/2e-i"'(T'+"OI/V"dTl' (11.11)
Let
The non-singular part of the integrand W3 becomes
~1:t} = L,r::G2 + :G1.
W3 can then be written as
Let
The parabolic approximation of the integration of W3 is formed as
(1\.l2)
(11.1:1)
(H.I'I)
(11.15)
(11.16)
W3 = -Y21% lot arctan (YlI T:+ Yli)
. [AIT1+ BIT +C1_ Y2lTr~ Yli (A2T2+B2T tC2)] dT. (11.17)
After separated the variables in the integrand and changing the limits of the integral,
the result of the approximation is
W3 == ~I~: {-2y~;arctan(7)-2y~;arctan(7)
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where ATOX is an approximate integration of
(IU!l)
The integrand of this equation can cxpanded as an infinite series (St:c page 81,
Abramowitz, el al. (1964))
arctan(,8)
-il- [ { 2 il' 2 ..[ ( fi' )'~ 1+3~+H T+"iP
2-4 -6 ( il')' }+~ l"+ji +... , (11.20)
where fJ '# -t. Taking the Rrstten tcrms of this inRniLe scries, thc integral is Lhcll
solved analytically.
t20
(, )",+Y1}+.: N,I + 2V2IYli -.; In:;-T
- +Yli
, (B' 2A,Y,;) {, (y», (YH)+:;- ---,- -Yliuctan - +Yliardan -
.. Y'I .v21 z z
+, (A1:l; + C. _ BIYIi) {-Y2iarctan (~) +Yliarctan (.1t!i)
'v2l Y'I Z Z
.: (A:tli + C, - 8:l i ) [ATOX (7) - ATOX (!'f)]
(B, 2A,YH) { (YO') (YH)+z - - -,- -Y'iardan - +:llljarctan -Y21 Y2I Z Z
(H.tS)
Appendix I
Numerical Results of the
Integrals in the Unsteady
Downwash Equation
There arc three kinds of integrals in Eq. 4.8, which cannot be integrated exactly.
These integrals are: Eq. 4.14,
T,
IU)
Eq. ILl I,
(1.2)
and Eq. H.12,
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(UI
In the case or Ul ?: 0.0, these equations are integrated by parts first, and t!WlI
Jordan's (1976) approximation is applied to Eq. 4.17. The approximate SOllllioll~
for these integrals are as follows:
(1..1)
where
(1.5)
(l.fi)
where
T"
T, (1.7)
(1.8)
(1.9)
where
T,
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(1.10)
(1.11)
(1.12)
When l/I < 0.0, the power of the exponential in Jordan's (1976) approxima-
lion becomes positive, hence the integrations involved in n, T1 , T3 will diverge.
Therefore, further treatment of the formulation of these integrals is necessary. This
treatment is to change the limits of the integrals (see Lan (1979)). Numerical results
of these integrals in the case of 1I1 < 0.0 are listed as follows:
where
T"
(1.13)
(1.14)
(1.16)
"T1i; -2(wrI/V... )]; ~ + (:;tfV"""p t2(1 -C'O!I(wr,/'~lull»
10 0 c-<~I.,I
t(wrdVCO)cOS{Wr./V... j11dl]; ~ t"{wrl/V""p
• 10 a~c"c-<-I.,I
tsm (wrIIV... lulll [; c~ t (wrl/V""p;
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(l.1i)
where
T, T,. + iT2j, (1.18)
T" ~{C05(wrl/V_t1I).T2" -sin (wrtfV...ud . r,.,} ,
Jk {cos(wrl/V...ull·T2. tsin(wrIIV""lll)· T,.}.
(1.19)
(1.20)
(1.21)
where
T,
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(1.23)
(1.26)
(1.27)
(1.28)
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the modified Bessel func~ionofz~roorder (see Lan(19191. ['V rdcrencc to Abrall\o..... ilz
et at (1970,pp.318 - 3i9), the result or this function c.... be obtained by the use of
polynomial approximations.
Appendix J
Mathematical Formulation of the
Leading-edge Suction Force,
Mean Total Thrust Coefficient
and Propulsive Efficiency
A: Equations for calculating leading-edge suction force
Similar to the equations in the two dimensional case, Lan (1919) defined a
leading-edge singularity parameter C. as
(J.l)
where XI is the location of leading-edge vortex strip, u(x) is the velocity on the wing
in x-direction. The singularity term in the downwash formula is W. in Appendix 0
because W. has a Cauchy singularity when 8 = 8'. Let
and note
(xn - xl)/(y~ - !/I)
(x/- x/I)/(Y/- yd
(X/2 - XII)/(Y2 - YI) =tan A/
(X/2 - XI1)/(Y2 - fll) = tan A,
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12!J
where the subscript 1denotes the values at leading edge, AI is the leading edge SWl~P
angle, the value of D(8)/(Yl - Yl) when 8 tends to zero is
(.1.3)
It follows that the leading-edge suction parameter C~ can be obtained b)· solviug
the following equation:
( ' I"'"'" lao, eo,]N.C, tan A, + I = L-t.....AC~ ; +a; - W(XhY').
(rM'Il
(.1..11
Since the wing is in harmonic motion, the mean sectional sliction parameter C'~l
should be the real part of C.ei.,l after the time average as
c.• = ~(C~ +G;.l. (.1.5)
where Cu and Cn arc the real and imaginary parts of C. respectively. The mean
sectionalleading·edge thrust coefficient therefore is Cl = 1rC.m (2 cos AI). Once Cl is
known, the total mean leading·edge thrust coefficient GIl is known (see Lan (1974)).
B: Mean total thrust coefficient calculation and propulsive efficiency
rormulation
The thrust coefficient is contributed by two parts: the mean leading·edge thrust
coefficient ell and the lift vector, Let (Lan (1979)). The sectional lift vector compo-
nent can be calculated by following Lan (1979) as
(J.G)
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where q is dynamic pressure, c is local chord length, Re is the real part, Ct is sectional
complex lifting coefficient. Applying Eq. 2.7, the mean value of Eq. J.6 over one
cycle can be writlen as
-qci {Clr(y)R,,[Q(y)ei(~'~-~)1
CIi(y)lm{a{y )ei(.p.\-r1j} dy, (J.7)
where C/r(y) and CIi(y) are the real part and imaginary part of the complex sectional
lirting coefficient. Tberefo',.;, the mean total ~hrust is
t
(J.8)
Similarly, the input power consisting of -Lh (h is positive downward), the lift
production, and M6, the moment production, can be written as
IP £h -Mit
q l:,: n.[C,(y)ciwtJRe[ilolh(y)eiwIJc(y)dy
-q /:;2 R.[C",(y)iW'jR.[iwa(y)c""'e'(·,A-r)jc'(y}dy. (J.9)
Applying Fourier synthesis in Eq, 2.7, the mean value of Eq. J.9 can be determined
(p ~w l:,: h(y )Cllc(y)dy
-~w 1::,22 [Cm;(y)R.[Q(y)e;(~""-")J - C",r(Y)I",[a(y)ej(<io'~-")ll c2(y)dy,
(J.l0)
which is Eq. 2.31 of Lan (1979).
The propulsive efficiency is determined by
[:.II
(.1.11)
Appendix K
The Program Listing
The program for a rectangular wing of aspect ratio eight in unsteady motion is listed
as follows. It is quite easy to use this program: choose the oscillating parameters as
indicated in Chapter 5i set appropriate N. and N.; determine Ni, which is from the
wing's offsets record. For symmetrical wing, only (N,/2 + 1) points of each curve
(on the leading edge and the trailing edge) need to be input. The input geometrical
values in the following program are of a redangula~ wing. If the curves of the wing
cannot be expressed by one or two simple function~, but it is symetrical, delete the
'doloop' 255 and input the values of the two curves at (N;f2 +1) points; if the wing
is l\Symmetrical,delete both doloops 255 and 256, and input the values at all points
on the curves; ir the wing is non·planar, delete the doloop 257, and input the: value
at each control point. When running the program at larger Nc and N" long CPU
times are expected.
·iijROL·PO;NT·······················.................
·.. llNTROL POINTS
.. ) THE CHORD LENGTH AT VllRTEX STRIPS
1~iUf.&'~HH OF mRm.cHORD
: XLCOTR(M2) THE THE LEADING EDGE
: XLSTRIP (M2) THE THE LEADING EDGE
.. TY REFERRED TO LOCAL
·
·
·.. 1) TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
.. ) SECTIONAL LEADING-EDGE THRUST COEFFICIENT
.. CT(M2) TOTAL LEADING-EDGE THRUST COEFFICIENT
.. THETKN~NCl CHORDWISE LOCATION OF THE VORTICES
.. THETKI NC CHORDWISE (X-COORDINATE) LOCATION OF CONTROL POINT
.. THEnlJ M2 SPAIfWISE (V-COORDINATE) LOCATIONS OF VORTEX STRIPS
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13:1
• THETMI(M2) SPANWIS£ ( ATIONS OF CONTROL POINTS
: tHIWl RatE Sf t
• ALPHAS (M2) SECT
: ~~~~~ S£CTIO:AL L
: HI NUMBER OF GIVEN
:.:~:~-=:.~:_::~.... - _ __ __ __ .
~::~~~~~:~~~~~~~~:!!~~~~~~~[~g~~!~~~;~~~~~!~~~:
• MAIN PROGRAM
r~pi:iciT-RE;;i:;8(A:H:O:i)---------------------------------------------
PARAMETER (NC.3 ,MI.S,Mll.5,M2..MI+MII ,NI·40)
PARAMETER ("2"1.M2-1, NIP1·NI+1 ,HID2-NI12 ,HID2Pl·NID2+1)
PARAMETER (H·NC*M2Ml,NP1·N+1,NCP1·HC+1)
PARAMETER (HID2P2-NID2+2)
DIMEnSION CCOm(H2) ,CSTRIP(M2) ,XLCOTR(H2) ,XLSTP(H2),
• THETKH(HC), THETKI(NC) ,XIK(NC) ,XI (NCP1,M2) ,PHI(H2)
DIMENSION X1K(NC ,M2) ,X2K(HC,H2), YJ(H2) ,YI(H2) ,DSIHKN(HC),
• DSINHI(H2) ,ALPHAS(H2)
DIMENSION THETMJ(M2), THEnlI(H2) ,C2S(H2) ,CTSA(M2) ,:;TA(H2)
DIMENSION YII(M2) .A.I(H2M1) ,BI(K2Ml,3) ,ZZ(NC.M2) ,
• YA(M2H1),ALPHS£(NC,M2)
DIMENSION YY(NIP1) ,XXI (NIP1) ,XX2(1HP1) •
• S2(NIP1) ,H(NIP1) ,DY(NIP1) .E(NIP1)
DIMENSION Y(NIP1) ,T(M2) ,F(H2) .Fl(M2),
• F2 2) .XI2(M2) ,XJ1(H2) ,1J2(H2) ,S(NIPt)
COHPLEX*e T1£.T2. 2,W2.W3.Tll,T12.T31,EPS,
: l~ ;~i~~i~~;~6K~~~~~~H~~~C~~H2),
• ,CHI..(M2,NC),EIPH.
• I.CDCL,COeD,
• (M2) .CK(H2)EXn:a:AL TIE,T2. i:6~HP2,T31.
OPEN(UNIT,..7 ,FlLE.'UNQV •OUT' ,STATUS·'UNKNOWN')
::!~~~=~~!~~:~~:~~~~~:~~:~!~~:~~~~:~~~=::::=::::::=:=::::===::
8-6.0
BO-O. 7s.HR-g.750PI'3.!41~§~i5~.750
902-B/2.0
DELTY·B/DFLDAT(NI)
DO 49 IMH"I,NIPl
YY(IMM)" ~IHM-t) _OELTY-BD2
Das,gg"lR~! ,NID'P!
XX!lLNS~-O.5625
XX2 LHS "0.1875
25 co INUE
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DO 256 KIJ=NID2P2,NIP1
KIK-2.NID2Pl-KIJ
XX! (KlJ)'XX1~KIKlXX2(KIJ)-XX2 !'ilK
Di'!sjDIWM
DO 257 J-l,M2
ZZ(I,J)"O.O
257 CONTINUE
CR-OABS(XXl (NI02Pl)-XX2 (NID2Pl»
CALL-~EOR(NC:~~;~i~:~~~~~~;E~;~~;~~~E~6~~~f~~~~~~~~~~----------
• ALPHAS .52.H,DY ,E,THETHJ, THETMI ,SPLINE.F ,Fl,Y,T •
..---_!_---~~!.~!!~~!~!.~~~!.!~~!.~!.~~!!.~~~~-----------------_.----------­
~~:§~7BSWl
B02-a/2.0
~~~~~~~~~~~~~L---------------------------------------- _
.CALCULATION OF CHORDWISE ANGLER CONTROL POINTS AND VORTEX LOCATIONS
DO-20-K;1~NC---------------------------------------------------------
THETKN(K) .. (2. O.OFLOAT(K)-1.0)*PI! (2. O.OFLOAT(NC»
~~~~~(i~;;gF~~~~rimn~U~HNg)
.~~-----~q~!~~~---------.-------------------_.----~--- --------------
.. CHORDWISE CONTROL POINTS XI(NC.H2).VORTEX LOCATIONS
:_~!~~~~~~~!~~?~S~~~~~! . . _
DO 1130 I-l.NC
00 1130 J=l,112111
XI (I. J)"XLCOTR(J) +CCOTR(J).(l. O-DCOS(THETKI (I» )/2.0
X1K (I, J)-XLSTP(J) +CSTRIP (J).XIK (I)
X2K(I. J)-XLSTP(J+ 1)+CSTRIP(J+l) .XIK(I)
2XDYEa(X2KO, J)-XiK (I, J» I(YJ (I+1)-YJ(I»
ALPHSE(I, J)"OATAN (OXOYE)
~OIS!IO I.I~IHUUE
X;~~~P~6 I) I~~~OTR(I)~~!f~:f!~;2........._••a••__a."==.......=.=__••,,,==••,.,,===..,,=..",....",...."",a",,,,....
WRITE(7,290) NC,M2111 ,B,ASR,SW ,CA,BR,BO .CR,HEAV ,PHIPH
290 FORHAT(5X.'NUHBER OF CHORDWISE CONTROL POINT NCa',I4,II,
, 5X, 'NUI1IlER OF SPANWISE CONTROL POINT US.' ,14'/1,
, 6X,'THE LENGTH OF THE SPAN B.',F9.5,1I,
, 5X,'ASPECT RATIO ASR-',F9.5,1I,
, 5X, 'liING AREA SW-' ,F9.5,1I,
, 5X,'AVERAGE CHORD LENGTH CA·'.F9.5,11,
, 5X, 'REFERENCE LENGTH BR'" ,F9.5,II,
, 5X, 'PITCHING AXIS POSITION BO'" ,F9. 5 ,II.
• SXt'ROOT CHORD LENeTH ca.',F9.S,//,
• 5X.' AMPLITUDE OF WING HEAV.' ,F9.S,// •
• 5X,'PHASE ANGLE (PITCH LEADS HEAVE) PHIPH·> ,F9.5,/f)
WRITE(7,5820)
5820 FORHAT(X, 'RED-FRE k' ,x, 'PR-EF eta' ,x,' PR-THR Ct' •
••;;=;I.""=,,;;....,.~~i~~~n~n~~~~~~~!:~.;~~;~~l.===,, ........=;;u......==n;;..
DO 1 LFE=1.2
FEATHP-(DFLOAT(LFE) -1. 0).0.4
on 2 LRFK"l,10
RFK-OFLOAT(LRFK).O.2
OMOV·RFK/BR
~~~~~~:~~~~~~~9~~~~~!!!~ M • _
:_J!~H~~;~~~!~~~~!~~~~~M~~~~H!~~~~~~h~~~~!~~!~~~~~!J!;~~!~~~_
¢~*;(b~6~~A~aL)~ CO. a,I. 0) *OSIN(ANG1..»
!aRmp!!~i~~~Pl
DO 541 JJ·l.112Ml
WXY(II ,JJ).-(O.O .1.0)+OHOV*HEAV-VAR-(O. 0, 1.0)*VAR
• *OMOV*(XI(II,JJ»
..541 CONTINUE
DO 80 KJ"l,H2Hl
DO 80 II=l,NC
DO 80 Jj"1,H2Ml20 80 KI-l,NC
~2X1=X2K(KI,KJ)-X1K(KI ,KJ)
pXI..X2K(KI,KJ)-XI(II,JJ)
~1XI"X1K(KI, KJ) -XI (II, J J)
l2Y1"YJ(KJ+1)-VJ (KJ)
Y2YI-YJ(KJ+1)-YI (J J)
~lYI"'YJ(KJ)-YI(JJ)
i,"ZZ(II,JJ)
IF(OHOV.LE.l.0E-l0)THEN
AA(II ,JJ ,KI.KJ)-DPHll(Z,X2X1,X2XI~X1XI,Y2Y1, Y2YI, YiYI ,PI)
• _CCOTR(KJ) *OSIN(THETKN(KI)} / (16. O*OFLOAT(HC»
ELSE
• AA(II ,JJt~i:H~Tg~~~~~:~~~~3~~~~G~7~ii:~n:tn:'YIYI ,OHOV ,PI,
• T32,ATOX,DPHI1,DPHI2)
• -CCOTR(KJ) *OSIN(THETKN(KI)) / (16. O*OFLDAT(MC»
:~~_:~--~~~!!~~~-----------------------------------------------------
DO 901 II-l,NC
DO 901 JJ"'l,H2H1
DO 901 KI-l,NC
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00901 KJ-l,H2/11
IC"!I+(JJ-l)*NC
IO=KI+(KJ-l).NC
A(re, ID);oU(II ,JJ ,K! ,KJ)
.~~!_---~q~!;~~~---------------------------------------------------
DO 542 r-l,NC
DO 542 J-1,M2M1
KIJ .. I+{J-l)*nc
.. KIJ-J+(I-1).H2Hl
:~~~~~Q~H;'~~~~~~~~ _
;~~~-~~~~~~~:.~~!!~!.~~~~----------------------------------------------
DO 33 r .. t,NC
~~..i; ~:~)~~~1
DELTPh,J).A(KH,NPl)
.~~_~~~!!~e _
:~~~!~~~~_~~~~!~~_~~~~_!~~~~!_~~~~~!~!¥.!!_J~~L~~~~~~!!~~ _
DO 85 KJ"'t,H2Hl
DO 85 JJ-1,112111
DO 85 KI-t,He
X2X1-X2K (KI, KJ)-XtK(KI .KJ)
X2XI=X2K(KI,KJ)-XLCOTR(JJ)
XlXI=XlK (KI, KJ) -XLeOTR(JJ)
Y2YI-YJ (KJ+t) -YJ (KJ)
Y2YI=YJ{KJ+I)-VI(JJ)
YIYI=YJ(KJ)-VI(JJ)
i-ZZ{l,JJ)
SUM! (J J, KI ,KJ) -OELTP(KI ,KJ) *
DPHI{Z,X2XI,X1XI ,X2X1, Y2Y1, Y2YI, YIYI,OHOV ,PI,
TiE, T2, T3E,PW2,W2 ,W3,G1 ,G2,111, T12, 131,
132,ATOX,OPHI1,DPHI2)
.CCOTR(KJ) *OSIN(1lIETKN(KI) I (16. O*OFLOA1(NC»
.85 CONTINUE
DO 86 JJ=1,H2Hl
DO 87 KJ-1,H2Mt
0087 KI=2,NC
;UHI(JJ ,KI .KJ)=SUHI(JJ ,KI-l ,KJ)+SUMI(JJ ,KI ,KJ)
.87 CONTINI'S
00 aa KJ-~ ,H2M1
;UHI {JJ, NC ,KJ)"'SUHI (JJ, HC, KJ-t) +SUMI (JJ ,NC, KJ)
•aa CONTINUE
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*86 CONTINUE
DO 190 JJ"1,112M1
CLS(JJ)-(SUHI(JJ ,nC,H2M1)-I/XY(NCP1, JJ»/
190 ~ONTINUE (OFLOAT(NC)*«DTAN(ALPIlAS(JJ»)"'.2 .0+1.0)"0.5)
Dij-590-JJ;i~HS~~PLEXTRANSFORM AnD AVERAGE----------------------- _
(t~H)
C2S(JJ CLSRE+CLSIH*CLSIM)/2. 0
*~~~-~----- --------------------------------- ------------------- -- ..---0091 JJ-1,112111
crSA(JJ) "'PI*C2S (J J) / (2 0 O*OCOS(ALPHAS (JJ»)
D8'391 JJ!!;R~~I
CTS (J J) -PI. (CLS (J J)*CLS (J J» / (2. O.OCOS(ALPKAS(J J»))
•~~! ~~~!!~~__ - 0 _
:~~~!!~~~~_~!!~!!!~~_~2~~!__~!!2_~!~!_~2~~~!~!~_~2~~~~!!2~ _
DO 41 1""1,112111
g~l~~~H~~~~i~ n~g~g~g~N( 1) _PI/ (OFLOAT(NC) *2.0)
CI1L(I ,1).,-OELTP(1,I) *OSIN(THETKN(1» -(XLCOTR(I)
# +CCOTR(I)-XIK(1) )-PI/ (OFLOAT(NC)*CA*2 .0)
DO 75 K-2,NC
OSINKN (K) "OSIN (THETKN(K»
eLL (I ,K) =CLL(I ,K-1) +OELTP (K, I) _OSINKN(K)_PI/ (DFLOAT(NC).2. 0)
CI1L(I, K) =-D£LTP (K, I) .OSIN(THETKN(K» _ (XLCOTR.(I)
# +CCOTR(I) *XIK (K» -PI/ (DFLOAT(NC) *CA*2. O)+CHL(I ,K-1)
"41 g8mnH~
:TOTAL"piTCHiNG=MOHENT"(CM):·LEADiNG·EDGE·T~~~~T=(CT)"AND·LiFT·,eL)··
-COEFFICIENTS COMPUTATION
DO"78=KK~1:H2====······""==:":=====:=========;=;;;···· ==== ..
DO 78 JJ;l,NC
CM1KKl=0'0CT KK .0.0
CL KK .0.0
_78 CONTINUE
DSINHI ~l).DSIN(THETHI(l»
~~ t~: (~~:::g!r~~ t)~g2~~~IT;~§~~~~~~ ~}g ~~;s~:~~~~i~~~g~2»
~tg~(~i;;~~I~~~~6)~gg~g)~5§~~i g~{)2' 0_SW·OFLOAT(112»
* # (2.0*SW_OFLOAT(H2))
DO 185 I-2,M2H1
g~~~;H~i~~;~£r~~g~260TR(I).OSINHI (I» / (2. O*SW*OFLOAT(H2»)
." +CL(I-l)
CT(I)· (PI.B*CTS(I) -CCOrR(I) .OSINMI(I» / (2. O_SIl*OFLOAT(H2»
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CTA(r~-(PI.B.c;;.~H)~6COTR(I) *OSINHI (I» / (2. O*SW*OFLOAT(H2»
• +CTA(I-1)
eMe I)-eM(I-1)+ (PI*B*CHL(I .NC)*CC01R(I) *OSINKI (1» I
...' (2.0.SW*OFLOAT(H2»
ISs CONTINUE
CDII-CL(M2Ml )-CT(M2Ht)
~~Y~;9Q!!t~g~i~~~!i;~~~~~!ii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.------~-------------THRUSTCOEFFICIENT COHPUTATION------------------
~~:8:8
EIPH"OCOS(ANGL) +(0.0,1.0) .OSIN(ANGL)
EIPHRE-REAL(EIPH)
EIPHIH"AIMAG (EI?H)
DO 739 r-l.M2M1
CLLRE-REAL(CU.(I,NC»
CLLIH-AIHAG (eLL(I ,NC»
CHLRE-REAL(CML(I,NC»
CHLIH-AUIAG (CML(I ,He»
PT"PT+(ALPHAR*PI*B/ (4. O*OFLOAT(H2» ).ceOTR(I) *OSIN(THETHI (I»
• ... (CLLRE*EIPHRE+CLLIH*EIPHIH)
PP"PP+OHOV. «B-PII (4. O*OFLOAT(H2»)
• *HEAV.CLLIH*CCOTR(I) *OSIN(THETMI(I»
: ;~~~n~~iI~~:~l~:~~t~~~)~~igz~~g~(i~~5R(I)
739 CONTINUE
TOQ=SW*CTA(M21U) -PT
CCTT=TOQ/SW
PQV·PP
~~2~:!29~~g~=== "c"•••,,"""=""'===,,========== """============
:*WRITE(6:i60)-ci:(H2Hi):cH(H2Hl):CTA(H2Hi)~CT(H2Mi)------------------
• 160 FORMAT(/1/, 2X. 'CL(TOTAL)=' .2F14.9,· i' ,/
.. • 2X. ·CH(TOTAL).· .2F14. 9.' i',/
.2X, ·CTA(TOTAL).' .F14.9,/.
oo" 1.2X,·CT(TOTAL)=·,2F14.9,·i·,If)
•-WRiTE(6:77i)-PT:iiii:foQ:PQV:PROE:cm-------------------------------
.771 FaRHAT (4X. 'THE LIFT VECTOR COMPONENT PT(LA) .. ·.F14.9,/.
oo" , INPUT POWER OVER OHOV PP.· .F14. 7 .1.
*" PROPULSIVE TIfRUST TOQ.' .F14.9.1.
oo" INPUT POWER PQV.·.F14.9.!.
*" PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY PROE(ZETA)=' .F14.9,*. ' CCTT .. ' F149)oo------------------------------_!._-_.:._---------------- _
gi~~~:gm{2~~;~i~~
CTL..CTA(H2H1)
CTLK2"CTL! (RFK*RFK)
XA..BSTARooCO
WRITE(7.582) RFK.PROE,Ccrr .CTL,CLABS,FEATHP
562 FORMAT(x,F9. 5,x,F9.5 ,x,F9. 5 ,X,F9. 5 ,X,
• F"9.5,X,F9.5)
11fi!~
UNIT=7)
---------------------------------------------------------------------:~~~~~~!~~-~~~~~_!~-~!~~~~-~!~!~-~q~~~~--------------- -------------
SUr~CUTINE GAUSS(N, Nl, A, EPS)
IMPLICIT REAL.S(A-H ,O-Z)
~OHPLEX.6 A(N,Nt),T
00 50 K-l,N
B~A~oOj2K,N
IF(BMAX-CABS(A(I,K») 10, 20, 20
10 BHAX"'CABS(A(I,K»
L=20 CONTINUE
i~ ~~~~6:g'~bStoSI~P 7777
DO 25 J=K,Nl
T=A(L,J)
A(L,J)=A(K,J)
25 A(K,J)=T
30 T"'1.0/A(K,K)
M"'~OlJ.Kl,IU
A(K,J)=A(K,J)-T
0040 I=Kl,N
40 A(I,J)=A(I,J)-A(I,K)-A(K,J)
DD5g0C!UW~E
~~~l~i~_I1,N
60 A(I ,Nl)=A(I ,N1)-A(I, J).A(J ,Nt)
~~~---------------------------------------------------------------
-SUBROUTINE LAQ IS USED FOR THE g-POINT PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION
suBRouiINE-i:;:Q(N:i::i:;::B:yA)-----------------------------------------
iMPLICIT REAL-6(A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION A(N) ,S(N,L), YA(L)
R6"'fc?I-l,Nl
IF(X.LE.A(I+1» GO TO 20
11BlCONTINUE
20 IF(I.EQ,l) GO TO 30
IF(X-A(I) .GE,A(I+1)-X) GO TO 30
1=1-1
30 AI-A(I)
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g:~~~:~~
U.~X-A2~ '" ~X -A3) I ~ ~A l-A2~.~A l-A3) ~
~: (~=:h:(~:~~~~(~~~:~t):(~~::~~)
0040 J-l,L
40 YA(J)-U*B(I ,J)+V*B(I+l, J)+W*B(I+2, J)
~fr.:: =-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a ••••••••
:-~~~~~~!~~-~~~~_!~-~q~-~~~~~~_!~!~~q~~!!q~----------------------
SUBROUTINE GEOR(NC,HI ,HII ,M2 ,M2M1 ,PI ,NI ,NIP1, YY ,XXi ,XX2.
: ALP~~~g:~~g~~:~~~R;j::fHHM~~~~f.~i~:~~F~:~~¥~'
• F2.XI1,XI2,XJ1,XJ2 ,S,SW1,SW2)
IMPLICIT REAL.S(A-H,O-Z)
~~~~~~g: i~~M ~i~TI~~~~;~~~~~~~~),
• ,S2(NIP1) ,H(NIP!) ,DY(NIP1) ,E(NIP1)
DIMENSION THE H2). Y(NIP1),1(H2) ,F(H2) ,Fl(H2) ,
• F2(H2) ,XU (112) .XI2(H2) ,XJ1(H2) ,XJ2(H2) ,S(NIP1)
• GEOMETRY PARAMETERS
802=a/2.0
'" SPANWISE VORTEX STRIP LOCATION THETMJ(M2) AND YJ(H2),
'" conTROL FuINTS THETMI(H2) .YI(M2)
DO 40 J=t,MI
THETMI lJ)-OFLOAT(J) "PI/DFLOAT(MI)
THETHJ J)"(2.0>JOFLOATlJ)-t .0)"PI/(2 .O"OFLOAT(MI»
YI(J). BD2~11.0-DCOS THETHI(J»)!2.0-BD2
YJ(J)", BD2 .. LO-OCOS THElHJ(J»)/2,O-B02
DaoSO JJ~j, ~UE
J-JJ+MI
TRETMI 1J) "OFLOAT (J J) ..ill /oFLOAT (MIl)
THETMJ J)-(2.0>JoFLOATPJ}-t. 0)>JPI/(2 ,O"OFLOAT(MII»
iJ~3~: :g~~:~~ :g:gg~~~~~J~3~ ~~~~:g
,IQ ,Q!ITlHYL . _
DO 59 I-t,M2
T!Il-YIf')D895~D~.I~fpl
Y~Pc~~fME
g~Lg2S~;~~~~Pl,112,O,YY, Y, T,F ,Ft ,F2,SUK.S2 ,H,oy ,E,S)
;~1~~~~~~~: _
DO 53 I"'t,NIPt
yg)ca~fA6E
g~Lg4S~;~~=~Pt,112,0, YY, Y, T.F .Ft .F2.SUK,S2,H.DY,E.S)
XI2(I)-F(I)
1-\1
l~~·§er~~:---------------------------------------------------------
DO 55 I-1,M2
~~g)~~gkE
DO 56 I-l.NIPl
Y~PC~~Hi6E
=ALL SPLN(NIP1,M2,O, YY, Y, T ,F ,f1,f2,SUH,S2,H,DY ,E,S)
DO 521 I"1,M2
;m;~~~~~: _
DO 57 I-l,NIP1
Y(I)-XX2(I)
*!)7 CONTINUE
SALL SPLN(NIP1,H2,0, YY ,Y, T,F ,fl ,f2 ,SUN ,52 ,H,OY, E,5)
00 58 I"1,H2
XJ2(I)O;f(I)
l~~·§6~~~~:-----.---_._---------------------------------------------
DO 60 I-l,M2
XLCOTR(I):oXI1(I)
XL5TP(I)"XJ1(I)
CCDTR(I) "XI2(I) - XIl (I)
CSTRIP(I) -XJ2(1) -XJ1 (I)
60 CONTINUE
Do 411 I"l,M2M1
~~~s~H;&i;ll.(~~~~)I (YJ (I+t)-YJ (I)
~:::::._._.. _ .._••_:o "'••••••
SUBROUTINE SPLN(H ,M,KN,X, Y, T,F ,Fl,F2 ,SUK,S2 ,H,OY ,E,S)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A.-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION X(N), yeN) ,S2(N) ,H(N) ,OY(N) ,E(N) ,S(N),
•• T(M) ,F(H) ,F1(H) ,F2(H)
~l'"-~
60-10I-l,N1
H~5)D~~g;~y?Hb-Y(I» l!leI)
m~l:g
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FUNCTION"DPHi(i:x2xi:x~ii:x2xi:Y2Y~:Y2yi:y~yi:oMav:pi:=====,,== ....=..==,.
• 11E,12,T3E,PW2,W2.W3,Gl.G2,Ttl,112,T31,
• T32,ATOX,DPHI1,DPHI2)
IMPLICIT REAL_S(A-H.O-Z)
EXTE~AL T1E, T2,nt:~~:gtHi~:~~H~f' T1I,T12,
COMPLix.a TtE,T2tn~t~~:6~~i~~p~~2W3,T11.112,
IF(OHOV.LE.l.0E-3)THEN
~E~~"DPHI1(Z.X2X1,X2XI ,XIXI, Y2Y1, Y211, VIYI ,PI)
DPHI"OPHI 1(Z ,X211 , X2XI I X1XI. Y2Y1. Y211, YIY! ,PI)
• +OPHI2(Z,X2Xl,XlXI ,1211. Y211, Y2YI I VIYI ,OHOV ,PI.
~~ug TiE,12 ,T3E,Pil2,W2 .W3,Gl.G2.Tl1,112,131,T32,ATOX)
1·\3
~~2..= = ,"_,..,.,. =..=========== ,..,.."",,,=====.." ..=""..,. = ..
FUNCTION DPHI2(Z,X2Xl,X1XI,X2XI, V2Vl, Y2YI, V1YI ,OMOV ,PI,
I T1E, T2, T3E,PW2 ,W2,W3,Gl,G2, Ill, 112,T31.132 ,AIOX)
IMPLICIT REAL
COMPU:X.a l1E ,Gl.G2.W2.W3,Tll, T12 ,131,132 ,DPHI2,
EXTERtt
Pt~~ :¥~ :*~~: :g~:~~~a~~ar$~~~~~:~~:~~;::'G210.
Y2Yl
XI
X1-X2Xl!2.0
H,!'"
V1YI-Y2V1/2.0
VETAOS) .LE.l.0E-oa)THEN
.OE-08
oos
·-YiY!-Y2Vl
OABS~YETAOO)
Rl0S"OABS YETAOS)
R110"OABS YETA10)
Ul00=-XOOO!Rl00
Ul0S--XOOS/Rl0S
UUO--X010/R110
POO"PW2(RiOO ,Ul00 .OMOV. YEIAOO.XV, TiE, T3E)
Gl00"Gl(R100 ,Ul00 .OMOV. Y£TAOO.XY, 13E,XOOO)
G200-C2(Rl00 ,Ul00 .OHOV. YETAOO.XV, T2)
P05=PW2(Rl0S ,U1DS .OMOV. YETAOS.XV, TiE, T3E)
G1DS.Cl(R10S, U1DS .OMOV. YETADS,XY, 13E,XOOS)
G20S-C2(RI0S ,U1DS .OMOV, YETAOS,XV, T2)
Pl0-PW2(Rll0.U110 .OMOV. VETA10.XV, TiE.13E)
Gll0"Cl(Rll0 .U110 •OMOV , VETAI0,XV, T3E,X010)
2210-C2(Rll0 .U110 ,OHOV, VETA10,XY, 12)
-2.0·POS+POO)
Pl0-S.0·POO
0-2.0.010S+Gl00)
-G110-3.0.Gl00
0-2.0.G205+(200)
-0210-3.0·0200
Z) .LE.l.0E-l0)TIlEN
OPHI2"- 0.0, 1.0).OHOV.(-(Y2Vl+Y1YI).
I Ti2(X2XI, Y2VI.OHOV, TiE)/( (Y2Vl+V1YI)"2.0)
I +Yl YI.l11(X1X1, Y1Y1 ,OHOV,11£)/(Y1YI'-Y1YI)
I +W2(Z, Y2Y1, Y2Y1, YlY1 ,AP ,SP ,CP»
ELSE
OPHI2--(0.0 ,l.0).OHOV.(-(Y2Vl+Y1YI)'-
I Ti2(X2XI. Y2YI ,OHOV, TiE)!( (Y2Y1+Y1YI) ••2 .O+Z'-Z)
I +Yl YI'-T1i(X1X1, Y1Y1 ,OHOV,11£)/(Y1YI*Y1Y1+Z*Z)
I +DATAN«Y2Yl+Y1YI)/Z) *Z*T32(X2XI, Y2Y1 ,OHOV, TSE)
I -DATAN(YiYI/Z)*Z'-T31(XlXI. YIYI ,OHOV, T3E)
+W2(Z, 12Yl, Y211, Y1YI,AP ,SP ,e?)
+W3(Z, 12Y1, Y111. 12YI ,AG1,BG1,CGt ,AG2,BG2 ,C02,ATOX»)
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FUNCTION Tl1(XlXI, YiYI ,OHOV, TIE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
CDHPLEX*a TIl,TiEHW-m T1E
Rl1;;DABS7ytYI)
Ul1=-XOl/Rll
TI1-TIE(Rll, Ul1, OHOV)
~!'!~ =- ..
FUNCTION 112(X2X1 J Y2Y1 ,DMDV,TiE)
I *S(A-K,O-Z)
,T1E
VI)
U12--X02 R12
T12-TIE(R12, U12, OHOV)
~!!~:: .
FUNCTION T31(XlXI, VIY1 ,OHOV. T3E)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,D-Z)
COMPLEX*8 T31,13£
m~m,T3E
~i t:~~gi5~~F)
T31=T3E(Rll.Ul1,OHOV)
~!!~:: ..
FUNCTION 132(X2X1.Y2YI ,OHOV, T3E)
I REAL_S(A-H ,O-Z)
132,13£
T3E
I)
U12.0HOV)
* " == , ====."' " ~ ., .
FUNCTION PW2(Rl ,Ul,OHOV. VETA,XV ,TIE,13£)
IMPLICIT REAL.8(A-H,O-Z)
~~~~~i8Tn~t~~E,PW2
PW2--VE:TA*T3E(Rl.Ul ,OHOV)+(O.O, 1.0)*OHOV*XY*TIE(Rl,Ul ,OHOV)
• -(1.0~Ul/(1.0+Ul.Ul) ..0.5).XY
~!r.:: ..
FUNCTION Gl(Rl,Ul.DMOV, YETA.XY, T3E.XO)
I REAL.S(A-H,O-Z)
_8 T3E,Gl
T3E
A- (Rl.Rl.Rl.(1.0+Ul.Ul)"1.5)
Gl-A+ 0.0 .1.0).OHOV.XY.T3E(Rl, Ul.0HOV)
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FuNCTlon"G2(Ri7iii7oHov7yETA7xv7T2)'· ••• •••..• "" ..
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
COMPLEX_a T2,G2
EXTERNAL T2
G2.3. O.T2(Rl ,Ul.OHOV)
~~-_." " _ _ _--_ .
FUNCTION TtE(Rl.Ul,OMOV)
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(10) ,c(10) ,C2(10}
COHPLEX*S TIE,CPC
DATA A/a. 002907843,0.002591528.0.02667074,
• 0.070971,0.347837,0.6556069,0.7048426,
• -0.7769790,0.07004561, -0.004557519/
DATA C/O,0625.0.12S,O.25,O.5,
• 1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,8.0,16.01
DATA C2/0.0039062S,O .015625 ,0 .0625,0 .25,1.0,4.0,
• 9.0,16.0,64.0,256.0/
cpc.(o.O 1.0)
TO 555
SOU·D~l:N OVRU~
~~!i~8°as"l; '"1,10
CUt-ceIl-AUt
I~1r~6 :gE.40.0)THEN
E'.LSE IFCCU1.GE.O.O.AND .elli.LT .1.0E-20)THEN
\.r;
TO 555
FUNCTION T2(Ri7Ui7oMDv;··..••••••••••••••••••• • ·=..= ===== .
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,D-Z)
DIMENSION A(10) ,C(10) ,C2(10)
COMPLEX*8 T2, CPC
DATA A/O. 002907843,0.002591528 ,0.02667074,
, 0.070971 ,0 .347837 ,0. 5556069 ,0.7048426,
• -0.7769790,0.07004561, -0 .004557519/
DATA C/O.0625,O.125,O.25,0.5,
• 1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,8.0,16.0/
DATA C2/0 .00390625 ,0.015625 ,0.0625,0.25,1.0,4.0,
, 9.0,16.0,64.0,256.0/
0.0 1.0)
Ag~i: 1-1,10
(I)*Ui
1.GE.40.0)THEN
~F~CU1.GE.O.0 .AND .CU1. LT .1.0E-20)1liEN
\·19
AU'
SOU-OSIN g:g~
~~~'2~~oA •• ~
ot21,10
CUI-e I)-AUI
.CE.40.0)TIlEN
CUI.OE.D.O .AND.CUl.LT.1.0E-20)THEN
t~~6:GE.40.0)THEN
ELSE IF9CUl.GE.O.O.,lND.CU1.LT.1.0E-20)THEN.1.~
-CUi)
VR2
(I)-ECU1/(CWR-Rl)
I/C\lR
• .OMOV~~;~;<a~~~ ~G1~~~~ ,:A~i~~i&u l/CWR2
A£2-..£2+ (2 .O.C(I).OVR2_Ut+(C(I) _Ul+ 1 . O)'(C2(I) -OVR2»
• i~P'ECU1/CWR2
• 1.OE08)THEN
UI
1.0-Ull(1.0+UI-U1)-'0.5)
+"£1
A£2)
FUNCTION
(1.0-AUI/(1.0+AU1+"U1)"0.5)
R-UI~~~~~HB
IF( £.3.75) THEN
TT-OVR 3.7S
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OVRU-OVR-AUt
~g:~~~~~~g~
IHi~8°M·~o 1-1,10
CUt-C(I)-AUt
GE.40.0)THEN
~CUI ,G£.O.O .AND.CUt. LT .1.0E-20)THEN
P{-Cuo
ACE I)_ECUl!CWR
AE"AE+A ICVR
AS-AS+A
20 CO
U23-1.0 ."Ul)"1.5
UIH-l. O-AUt/ (1 .0+A01.,lUl)"0. 5
T2A-COU- (U23-0VR2-ACE) +5OU. (OVll3*AE-OVR-U IH)
T2B-2. O-OYR- (OVR2_AS-l. 0) -COU- (OVR3_AE-OVR_UtH)
• +SOU-(U23-QVR2.ACE)
OVRUI-OYR-Ut
~g~:~~~g~g~~
g~:~gggl:g~:~ggl:g:~~g:g:~l~
u~~ID;g~¢!m
FUNCTio;·i3E(Ri7Ui7oHOVr····························...,.·••••••••••••
IMPLICIT REAL-S(A-H,O-Z)
DIHEHSION A(tO) ,e(IO) .C2(tO)
COMPLEX"S T3E,CPC
DATA A/O .002907843.0.002591528,0.02667074.
• 0.070971,0.347837,0.5556069,0.7048426,
• -0. nS9790 ,0.07004561, -0.004557519/
DATA C/O.062S,O.125,O.25,O.S.
• 1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0.8.0,16.0/
DATA C2/0.00390625,O .015625,0.0625,0.25,1.0.4.0,
• 9.0,16.0,64.0,256.0/
C O.O~LO)
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BI'" i 0'3. 511616!'q':h2:H~!91!~'f!;:h2'80
ELSE • ..6.!o 76. **1 .8... 0 5813*1T··12.0
IT-OVa/3.75
aIX- (0.39894228+0. Ot328592*TT** (-1.0) +0. 00225319*TT•• ( -2.0)
• -0 .00157565.TT"~-3'°1+0 ,00916281Of:TTU l-4 'Ol
• -Q.0205770S*TT** -5.0 +(J,02635537*TT" -6.0
• -O.01647633*TT•• -7.0 +(J,00392377*TT•• -8.0 )
• I (OVR"O. S*OEXP (-OVR)
END IF
IF(OVR,LE.2.0) THEN
BK--DLOG (cva/2.0) _SIX-O. 57721566+0.42278420. (OVR!2. 0)••2.0
• +0. 23069756*loVR/2. °1..4.0+0. 03488590*(OVR/2 . 0) ••6.0
• +0.00262698+ OVR/2.0 **S.O+O.OOOt0750*(OVR/2.0) ••10.0
• "'0,00000140* cvan.a **12
ELSE
8K- (1.25311414-0.07832358* (2. a/ova)
# +O.02189S68.~2 .O/OVR1**2.0-0 ,01062446*(2. O/OVR} ••3.0
• +0.00587872* 2.0!OVR **4.0-0,00251540*(2.0/0VR)**S.0
, +0.00053206. 2.0!OVR "6.0)
• !(OVR••O. 5.0EXP(OVR»
END IF
T3B.COU. (UIH!R1+ACE-AU 1.0MOV2.Rl.AE-2 . 0.OHOV2.R1.ACE2) -OHOV
, .SOU. (AE+AU1.ACE.R1+ACWE)
T3C=SOU* (IJIH!R I+ACE-AU '.•OMOV2.RI.AE- 2 . 0.OHOV2.RI.ACE2) +OHOV
• .COU. (AE+AU1.ACE.R I+ACWE)
1.T3B-SOU1.(T3C-2. O.OHOV.BK»
1.(T3C-2.0.0HOV.BK»
I
•••====="'..====== ,. =.===.."'====..
FUNCTION DPHIl (Z,X2Xl,X2XI ,XiXI, Y2Yl, Y2VI, YlYI ,PI)
IMPLICIT REAL.8(A-H,O-Z)
o·wX2U*Y1VI +X1XI.Y2Yl
~Iill~mmm
W12·-Y2YI!(Y2YI2+Z2)+( 1.O!OSQRT(X2XI2+Y2YI2+Z2»
, • (Y2YI.X2XI / (Y2YI2 +Z2) +0* (X2X1"X2X1+Y2Y1*Y2YI) /
• (02+Z2.(X2X12+Y2Y12»)
Wll·-YlYI/(YlYI2+Z2)+( 1.O/OSQRT(XlXI2+YlYI2+Z2»
• • (YlYI.XIXI! (YlYI2+Z2)+Q. (XIXI.X2XI +Y2Y1*YlYI)!
, (Q2+Z2.(X2X12+Y2YI2»)
DPHI1=(W12-Wll)
~~: .
FUNCTION ATOX(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-H,O-Z)
A=78157368240 .!36108704126880.
B"859731050640 ./36108704126880.
C.4298655253200 ./361 08704126880 .
0"12895965759600./36108704126880.
E=25791931519200 ./36108704126880.
F"36108704126880 ./36108704126880.
G1I I04704455135. /36108704126880.
H.S66818214990 ./36108704126880.
0"3400985546707./36108704126880.
P"'8133919447592 ./36106704126880.
Q"12998047815470 ./36106704126880.
a:t4422975535380 ./36108704126880.
S" 11217953946350 ./36108704126880.
1=6026219223592 . /361 08704126880 .
U·2136707615987./36108704126880.
V=451074322510 ./36108704126880.
W"43020241215 ./36108704126880,
Al;35137127025 ./36108704126880.
B1-386508397275 ./36108704126880 .
Cl"1932541986375 ./36108704126880.
01-5797625959125./36108704126880 .
El;11595251918250 ./36108704126880.
Fl"'16233352685550./S6108704126880.
XA~S;ABS(X)
'llrliLT2O)THrn
t- 9*XU: H:
'I" 'i'1 '"' 1 *1- 1*1: 1:1= , •
1!: ! :
ATOX'"~ ~:.X22+S*l\:20+C*X18+O*X 16+E.X14+F.X12+F*X 10+ E_X8+0_X6
'" +C*X4+S*X2+A) -ATAN (X)-G*X21-H*X19-0*X 17-P*X 15-Q*X13
• -R*Xll-S*X9-T*X7-U*X5-V*X3-W*X)/
'" (Al*X22+81*X20+Cl*X1S+01*X16+El*X14+Fl*X12+F1*X10+E1*X8
'" +01*X6+C1·X4+B1*X2+A1)
ELSE IF(XASS .GE.30000 .AND.X. LT.O. O)THEtf
ATOX--3,4938319221
ELSE IF(XABS .GE.30000 .AND.X. GT.O. 0) THEN
m~-3 .4938319221
!i~ii~i
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mil
HI'jll' •
1
.
A .. (A+B"'X2+C"'X4+D"'X6+E"'Xl+F"'Xl0+F"'X12+E"'X14+D"'X16
• +C*X18+B*X20+A*X22)*ATAN( 1.0/X) -G*X-H"'X3-0*X5-P*X7-Q*X9
• -R*Xll-S*X13-T*X15-U*X17-V*X19-W*X21) /
• (Al*X22+Bl*X20+Cl*X18+Dl*X16+El*X14+Fl*X12+Fl*Xl0+El*X8
• +Dl*X6+Cl*X4+Bl*X2+Al)
~~R
1\11 output called "'UNQV.oUT" is ]jst~d below. Several input data were given
ill the output: the number of chord wise control points Ne , the number of spanwise
control points N~ (i.e. AI 1+ M /I - 1), The root chord length C~, the pitching axis
position 8 0 , phase angle 41 = 900 , the amplitude of heave h. The output data listed
in columns are: the reduced frequency k, the propulsive efficiency 1], the mean total
thrust coefficient C, the leading-edge suction coefficient CII, The modulus or the lift
coefficient ICII, and the k \thering parameter 8. The range of the calculation was
1.: = 0.2..., 2.0, in a steps of 0.2, 8 = 0.0 and () = OA.
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE CO/l,'TROL POINT NC" 3
NUMBER OF SPANW!SE COIITROL POINT NS'" 9
THE LENGTH OF THE SPAN B'" 6.000000
ASPECT RATIO ASR. 8.000000
WING AREA SW'" 4.500000
AVERAGE CHORD LENGTH CA" 0.750000
REFERENCE LENGTH eR· 0.750000
PITCHING AXIS POSITION BO" 0.56:2500
ROOT CHORD LENGTH CR. 0.750000
AMPLITUDE OF WING HEAV= 0.750000
PHASE ANGLE (PITCH LEADS HEAVE) PHIPH- 1.570796
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